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The number 0< '~OloSCoilt .other~ whok~"'~hiee
..and remain'single'has increased dramatically in rece~t .
-years. Researl;h indicates that ~hes~ young females may
encounter significant difficult:ies yith ',.education!.
'pmployment, finances,. housing: physical 'well-being,
emot~on~i. weli-being, and ~h~ld care a~:ang,~ment~-, ,~~p~nding
on the 'comm~nity ~n wh'ich t~e:(tJ:i,:,eland on t~e level of.
, ..' d '. . . • '
~p:r~ they re~eive. ~Th~ eXPlor~to7/d.escrip.t1vesurv~y
descr~bes and examines ~e. situation, ~ersoni!l.l •
prObl~Il.S,. -and -personal !=haracteristics of \ltUIl.arrfed lD.othe'rs
. io st. JO)ln1s· \tho were between the age~ of 16 and 19 ye~rs
old at the olrt:h 'Otth;Ir first ,Child.
Interview,s were com~eted with .~O young women who t11;
the a\.ove cri~~ria and who were ;dendried fr~m tlie So!=ial
Work records of ,-hospital-with a large obstetrical ward. A.
~urvey util1,zing a structured interv.iey' was conducted 1~ a
face-to-face fonnat io':he mother's pla~e of re~~denc~.••
Results indicate that problems do eXist for ma~y' .Of
these mothers, both in terms of practical problems:
financ;es, baby-sit~ng,'and educa~ion, and emotiOJl~~
problems: -arqum~nts' and con~lict, r.la~ion",hips,'1'~melin88s,
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affect, and selt-concept.
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The ll.dolesce~t mother is ~ft~
uneducated,- depen~ent on social assistance, lonely,
possesses a tlat or negative affect, ~nd has a marginal
selt-concept. Assistan~e is needed in the ar~a~· of ,,~
edu.catlon, employment, child care, and emotional support,
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- Chapte.r 1
Introduction
In both Canada and the United States, much recent
attention haa been 1!ocused on the rapidly increa~ing
percentage of umnarried adolescent chlldbearers in the '"'!"
p.8pulation. Although the mimbers of'live births- to those
aged 15-19 is declining (as is the total birth rate for all
ages), the~ ;e~centage o~ births ~ccurring out of we~loCk is
/
increasing (Chllman, 1980:. KrA.shnainoni & Jain, '·1983;
MacDonnell, 1981; MacKa:y & Austin, 1983)_
'--... '.
In Canada, for exa~ple,.1977 statistics ,indicate, that
there were 35,971 live births to those aq~d' 15 to 19 years;
..--, . . . \
46.7\: of these-mothers were s~ngle at the time of the
delivery. By 1985, live births had dropped. to 22,090 in t~is
age group, but the' percentage of these that w~re to
- \:~ .
unma'l",ried mo.thepQ w~s 7l.l:\:. The yercentage of unmarried
adolescent mother~ has increased significantl¥" .during thi~
time period (~ee Table 1) ~
Newfoundland st'!:tistics identify a similar pattern on
increasing out-of-wedlock births. Table 2 illus't-rates a
deci"ining bir!-hlrate i~ the general population of
Newfoundland, but shows a "r~pidlY increasing
.\.,'
T~b,le, 1 "
Liye Rirths by Marital sta~us
15-19 yrs 'Canada (1) .19n-t98·5
..
:',
SINGI,oE
SINGI$ MARRIEP(2) . TOTA:r,,(3) (%) OF
YEAR BIRTHt' ~&THS ·BIRT~.S TOTAL I
1,97? 16860 18766 35971 46.7
1978 16806' 16549 33703· d~~~
.197~ 16671 14640 31649 52. ~
1980 17188 1354:2 31000 5~.4
..
1981 17217 \ 11626 ,29062 59.2
,...,
1982 17880 10256 ;".28262 63.3
1983 1T51• \. 8743 25382 ~5.1.
1984. 16065 7452 23637 .68 •.0
1985 156~ 696} ?2090' . 71.1
~ t
(1). EXcIUflng Nfld. as ag~ of motner not' reporte'i!
(2) ·'Ever-married': inciudes a sma,II "n,Umber'Of lilivorced or.
widowed mothers .. 0
,. .
(3) IncIut!es those birth!i where marital s~atus not stated
Source:' statiqtics Canada. (197~-1986·). yital stott,sties'
Births & Deaths, Volume 1. (cat.' 84'-204) Annual •
• "\1'
/
Table 2
Liye Births by Marital Status..r
All ages Newfoundland.
SINGLE
SINGLE ·"MARRIED TOTAL ('I OF
YEAR BIRTHS BIR:rHS- 'BIRTHS TOTAL
",
'IF' 1345 10561 11906 11.3
1974 1187 9049 10236 11.6
1975 1417 8749 10166 13.9
1976 1490 8953 10443 14.3
, 19-77 1439 8970 10409 13.8
197a 1340 6165 9525 1:4.1
ij~- •
1979 1484 8097 9~81 • 15.5
1980 1464 7869 9332 15.1
I 1981 113G 1.390 9120 19.0
'182 1199 7314 9113 19.6
sourc;:e: Department.of Healt,h, Government of Newfoundland &
Labrador, Report on the Births Matriages an~ Deaths 1982.
I~,
··f:
./
J
•
out-of-wedlock rate from 1,345 live bia;e;hs in J..973 fto 1,799
in 1982. The rate of out-of-wedlock births per 1000
increased from 113,to i96 in the decade' to 1982,
"At the time ofl this writing, age-specific dll:ta are not
readily available "for this.period in Newfo\1nd~andwith the
exception of the y,;~r 1982. The Newfoundland Department of .
Health compiled statistics for 1982 that indicate that 0'1'~
I'" of approximately 1,40~ live births to tema1es aged 15 to 19
years, ;:oughly 69.\ occurred 'out of wedlock. (On11 24 births
" occurred to'those under 15 years of age in 19821 ot. these,
2l were not married.) (Departmeht ot Health, Government of
J .
~Newfoundland and. Lab:-ador, 1984)., While ag~-relate~ trends
are difficult to identify, it is important to kn~W the. needs
and to understand the situ~tion in which these' 69\ are,
living. The Department of Ed.ucat,ion Student Pregnancy
commit'tee (19;7) "did p:r:esent statistics that indi~ate th,at
the r"'egnancy rate per 100 ot the school female population
aged 13 to 17 was 1.1~1'l 1982-"63; 1.3%. in 1983-84; :?:,ot in
1984-85; and 1.1% i.n 1985-:86.
,
Estimates suggest that between 80 and 90% of c::anad~an
" ",
teenagers who car~ their pregnancy ~o term keep their
babies (MacDonnell, 1981; Orton & Ro~enblatt, 1981; sacks,
KacOonald, Schlesinger & Lambert,' 1982; Schlesinger, 1984).
with the majority of these women remaining unmarried, ~b.e
\
\, . .
unwed adolescent mother a.nd her ~hila ,are becoming a COmJl\on
fa!'ily unit in our society.. SChl'esinger (1984) reported ,that
between 23,464 - 26,397 f~lnily units _co~~j,stin9 of the
. unma'J;ried mother and her child were forned in the year 198L
Projected over five years, Schlesinger ~stimated t~at
'between 112, 000 - 125,000 unma.rrie.d. adoles.G~nt U1C?thers
w'!uld he.a~ fa~i~ies by ~986..
.~ .'
)
. 'me"Un! ted Sta~es ~tatistics,mirror those. of Cl\nada .and
Newfoundland; one-fifth of all birtl).s-each, 'year.. are tCil
. \." "
teenagers; upwa~ds to .9?%- keep their babies and
a pprOXi:mat,e1Y.70"':;remain U~ct'J:;i.:a. ~lan GuttFacnet.: . ~.' .~,-
Instit:ute, ~97.61 BlaC.(k ,&. De,Blassie,' 1985.1 ~SP:Ck~ 1~4~~ .
Zelnik & Kahtner, 1'80)'" _. ··\I.~·, '\
-Theld!fficulties,.that these~Y9~ng, unmarried" Jo1h.ers . <:
may encourter have lon? ·raised concerns about both the
mother afld he~ child. Are th~se mot~ers able to complete ~
their education (Chi11llan, 1980; ~urstenberg, 1976; M6ore, .•x....
Hofferth, Caldwell & Waite,~1979; Sat!ber & RUbinstein,·
1965)? Can tJ;.ey'obtain satisfactory ~:mp1oyment (Card &. Wise,
1978; MacDonnell, 1981; MacKay & Austin, ~983; Moore et a!.,
1979) 1· Are they able to provide adequate housiJ.'lg" for
them~elves and their child (Clapp &,Raab, 1978; MacDonnell,
19B11" MacKay' Austin, 1983; Sauber' RUbinstein, 1965;
Schlesinger, 1984)1 Are they lonely (Black.. ' DeBlassie,1985;
;'1
; - :'_.1'
·.'"...
/
Cannon-Bonventre & Kahn, 1979; Colletta, Haaler & Gregg,
19i11; Juhasz,,- 1974; MacD~nnell, 1981)? Do they have
\'
\
Q
'.
adequate sources of emotional support (Baldwin' cain,· 1?80;
t· .Bybee, 1980; C1a:p ~ J8abl t978; Furstenberg '·Crawford, I
1978; Grow, 17'~; MacKilY , Austin, 1~83; Poze.onyi, 19.'18; -
. pr,esser, 1980 Sacks et aJ,., 1982)1 What do they identl.fyas
'being proble~s (MacDonnell, ~98:l:; MacKay & Aue\tn; 1983;
'-saas et a1., 1982) 1 Are they emotionally and Physica~lY
web (Baldwin " Cain, 198?; Black '. DeB1assie, 1985; J...uhasz,
Ij74; MacDonnell, 1981; sac~s et ~1., 1982P. .
"-_" It is. the intent· of this study ~ explore these
questions with a population of unmarried adolescent mothers
in st.John's, Newfoundland. The main purpose of the etUdy fs
to ~cribe and examine the .life situa,tion, personal
prob~~, and personal characteristics of these yo~nq
mothers.
The resultin~ profiis will identify the mai~ areas of
.fooncern for these- mothers and inform professionals !In their
~ssessment, coun~e1ing and social suppor~ actions. In .iP
addition, the findings will be considered f'kem the potnt of
view of program planning and po.licy direction~
\
'.~
...
-.Ii
I
Chapter 2
Li terature Review
Some researchers have nded the·danger of generalizing
specific'resaa.reh findings to all popu.lations of adolescent
mothers. The young mother's adjustment may depend.on the
personal and pr~~essional support networks she t;mcpunters' in
: ;. t?e cotlUllun~ty .in w~i~e resides (FUF\stenber~ ~97fi '_ '
PhipPs"Yonaa, 1980: Presser, 1980). The limitat~$ are
obvi,?us when attempting t.o generalize findings from a study
conducted in 'central t!ew ¥ork city with "'s'ocial service
recipients to a Canadian family. service a'ganey servin.g
sUburban~middle-class'"blients, con~equently,each region
should identify the needs and problems of their resident
adolescent mothers (Grow. 19~9.1, MacDo~nell. 1981).
consistent with this'PC?sition, the intentio~ of this ,stu~y
is not to produce r~sults that would neces~r:l:ly be .
generalized to all of Newfoundland or' t? ail ?! Canada. This
study describes· aIm .exa~ines the life situation, personal
problems, an9- personal cJ::1aracter~9tics of a population of
unmarried _mothers.! st., Jo~n' s }.'ho were, be~W,een t.he. 'ages of
16 and 19 at the rirth of their first child. The situational
and need di~en!dons explorea in this study,' however; may ~e'
finform~d "" 'the methods, de'Wn., procedpres' ';n~ ~ipd:,n.gs of
other investigations. l_
Once thought of as a deviant minority, unmarried
mothers have been found to come from all socioeconomic
classes, all religions, all races and ~l regions (Black- &
OeBlas~fe, 1985; C~ilman, 1980; tuhasz, 1974; Phipps-Yonas,
If,BO; Rains,. 19_71; 'Resnick, 1984).: The age of first 'sexUal
int~rcourse is dimi~shing to a' ()u,r~ent me.an or; between "16
to 16.4 years old (Blac:;:k;.' ~QeBlas_sie,· 1984; s.aCk~ at a1."
... 1.98~} ,zelnik·' Kantner, 1980) and ,contraception, aH;.hough
increasingly available. is still used spor,adicaJ,ly.
misguidedly, or not at all in this age group (Blum &
f{esni~k, 1982: MacI1onnell, 1981'1 Orton & Rosenblatt, 19811
'1fiipPs-Yorlaa:, 19801 To'SiShey', '1978; Z~inik.' Kantner,
197.9). '
Rains (1971) assBFts in he~ s·ocio1ogica1 acco';1nt ~ha~
there is no evidence to suggest that unwed lIlothers hlV any
spec.ial psychological characteristics .or. "pathology" hat
sets them apart from cl.dol'6scents who have not become
pre9.nant. She maintains ttJ,at pregnancy out of wed10c is
merely an It incidental product.of the way sexual act! tty is
~ organized among unmarried girls in this sotiety"
(p 4). Consiotant with the position that thsse ~:tq
"-~~_....."--".._. "":! ~
characteristics, Resnick (1984) sta~es.: "A perspective that
views unwed adolescept mothers as ~6ciallY deviant does not
suit the reality of adolescents t. lives and beha,.;iiors at this.
tilDe" (p.8). ~ituational diffiCUl1::.S, howeve~r, have bee~
identif!&d for, ..the young mothers in areas such as eilucatiQn,
employmen~, finances, housing, and chi~d ca';e Ilrrailge1l!ents
(Furstenberg, 1976; MacDonnell, 1981; MacKay ~ .Austin, 19,83; r
Pozsonyi, '.1973! Sacks et ·al., 1982). Other concerns"have'
been 'ide,:,Ufied in the area of PhYsic~~well-being inclu~ing
the risks ?f··toxemia, uter~ne dysfuncti~ri, prematurity, low'
. birth wei?ht and prenat~l_ lDort'ality, especi.al~Y if adequate
nutrition and health care. are lacking (P~iPp,S-YOnas1'-n;80).
Finally, the young mother I s emotional well-being is of
concern aS~he is often lonely, isolated an~d without·
sUffici~~t social supports. (BlaCK & DeBlassie, 1985/
Cannon-Bonventre &., Ka~n, 1919/ Colletta et al., 1981). These
are the alreas Q,f focus for this study.
"
Economic pifficulties
~.
Early unwed parenthood, has, 10l1g been associated with
.', low gr~de attai~ent at school. Sauber and RUbinsteIn (19/i5!
'report~d in' their·.study. of a st:r&tifted prObabili~ slllDl?le
,10
of 364 unwed mothers 111 New York city, .that. barely one-halt
of them returned to school after their. baby was born. Of
those who did, another one-"thi.rd. c4:opped out before
. grad~ation. Eurstenberg (1976) f~~nd in his five year
Baltimore study of a nonrandom sample of 323 fredominantly
black adolescent mothers that only 49% Ii.ad completed high
.. school at tq,c-, ~ime of the five year follow-up c.ompared to
89% of t1'lelr .classmates. In Newfpul\dla.nd, only 33~2% of"
students, who left s~~ool due to a pregnancy' returned and
completed'the 1982-83 yea}:". This number rose to 44.3\ in
1983-94 (Dep~rtment of Education Student Pregnancy
Commmlttee, 'HIS?). Phipp~-Yonas (1980) reports in her review
article that 5~." to 67% of fem~le' drapo.uts cite pregnancy as
their reas~ f~r "leaving school. In a 1984 study o:f 6~Udent
retention ~hroughout the pro,vin'ce of Newfoundland, 45\ of
the f~male dropouts interviewed reported that p,:".egnancy was
the major f'~ctor in their deci'Sio'n (Pope, 1984). For those
adolescents wh~ pec).de to marry, the chances of naver
completing, school have been. found to 'be ~ven greater
(C~ilman. 1980; Furstenberg, 1976; Moore,. H'Offerth/ cald~ell
. & 'waite, 1979). A y~ung.woman who has a child but remains
single is only half as likely to drop out as4fthe adolescent ......
.who·becom~s both a mother and a wife (Moore. et al: 1979).'
[Note: all of the studies cited in this literature review
- ...
'.
--,~"
"""'.. "
"i ..."1
11 '~'it't"
refer to only those mothers who made the decrsion to keep
their child becau.se ~e research~rs were attempting to'
determine what effect the responsibility of raising a child
at such"a youn~ age has on the mother '-s life.c Thoae who
chose other alternatives to raising t~eir child are not
in~luded"'in this" ·s~tidY.)
Moore e"t aL (1979) examined the possibility that these
young mothers finish their s'chooling at a later date. In
thei:r secon8'ary analysis of the data from t~ longitudinal
. surveys, . they fo~nd" 4at while there tGas some proSJress made
in la~er years by a minority, not even half 'of the mothere
. .
who gave birth at 17 or younger managed to acciuire' twelve
ye~rs, of education by age 35. This is cOJIsistett with' the
res.ults of ~card & wise (1978) who analy~ed data from a
nati,?nwide study with a sample of Americal)s who attGn~~""
.... . \. '
grades 9, 10, 11 and 12 in the spring of 1960. A strati:fied
r~'ndom sample of 375,000 students was se1e.cted with' three
fol.lf.w-up studies completed at one, fiv~ and 11 years after
the student's expected date of graduatio1). Card & wise were
able .to compare respondents who became~parents 'before their
20th I::!.i!thday against a representative sample who did not
become pa:t;ents before age. 20. Their find'ings showed ~ direct
rela-t:-ionship between mother I s age at t:he birth of her drst
child and amount of education: at the ,.11 year follow-up, the
12
mean education''ll aChievemf!~_of ..others who were 17 or ie88
at their first chiid's bi~ was grade 11, but" those who
delayed childbea~ing t.o after ~5 had ~ mean of at 'least a
few years ot: college. Because the stUdy samp)e began thei'r
part~cipation before they became parents, c:ontrol data were
available from this per~d.. IThis e~bled CA,fd & WiB~ to 0
control r.ar correl'lltes such :as academic abili.ty, raciill' and
socioeconbmic be.ckground andl educational aspirations by
'---'.' ' ,contrast~9'matched samples -of the above variables with age
at 'fi;st~ . .ea~~\& ~ise -~ound that 'even vith.:the same '0
level of 'cade~~c ability, the s~me rllciai '~nd socioeconolllic
• \'~_,I I ':,.
baCk~'r~und, and the same expectllt,ions, by age 29, only 49.9'
of the women who bec'ame II.Gith~r~ younger than 17 had. obtained
diplomas, compared to 96\ of those 'Who delayed childbearing
until thei~ 2.' s" The evidence supports the C;~clusion that
early "Il.¥erbood ~~ associated with serious differential~ i~
educational achievement and that it is more than a temporary ,
.. setback to fonrtal etlucation when cOJllpared to those who
\ -. -
postpone motherhqod.;t..... I
•
It is not surprising that a combinatio'n of a lack of
edu~a:tlon·.and the r.esPo.~sibUitleS of sole parenthood if '
associated. with uRemployment, narrow.opportunities, low
13 ~'
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!
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income: low j~b SeCUrity-'~rid'fow job rete~tion (Card ~wise,
1?781 MacKay & Austit;l. 19831 ~oore at al., 1979). MacKay & ,/
Austin (1983) found that in their ·ontari\.-samPle ot 87 unwed
mothe~s, the wages o"f, tho;;e working would have to lnera"ase ,
52.8\ to reach the pov:erty line level. pf those who can' /1
secure employment, many find th~~nadequ~te ?hlldcare g:nd
iow leveis of job satisfactic:m are obstacles tOo maintaining
the job ,'card & wise, 1978; MacDonnell,. 1981). Card &. Wise
(1978) in their analysis of the- lonqitudinal study described
t.." .
above, J~ported that. aI.even years ~fteJf high school',
adole~cent mothers 'had significantly more blue· collar jobs
(p < . 001). significantly less income and were significantly
, ;
,less satisfied (p < .05) with their jobs.thran .were their
classmates.
..
Hal fare Dependency.
Single adolescent mothers defuonstrate a high level of~
dependenuty on government finan,rial assistance'. MacKay &
Austin (1983) found that 85% of the 87 Ontario mothere they
studied relied on "soe~l assis'tanee f9r at least part Of~· th"e
'" . - ~
first 18 months of their child' S~fe. In her Nova Scotia
study consisting of a comparison 0 er 18 months of a
popUlation of 346 unmarried moth rand 326 married mothers,
MacDonn~ll found that 67.4% of th~ unmarried mothers cin
'. ".:~
'.'
.." ,.~.- .
their own relied on social assistance at the eighte"jm month
. "ioilow-u~o~pared to 46. Hi of the unmarri,ed mothers livinq
with th~i~ilies. In "'contrast, only 5. J\ or the married
mothers we:t:e ~n recel~t of pUblic a:Si~tance at lSj;nthS "
after their child's birth. 'I'hese flqures sugge~that
r~liance on ~ublic assistance for -unm:rried l:lIot~ S ".is ven
higher if they ue living. independentl:r: of their tam s,
and extrelll~ly higher when" 'compared" with married mothers.
Pozsonyi (197,3) reported that 43.U of bllr ontario samplt\...Pf
\ . ".
. a cross sectlon of 59 mothers .who nceived, services from the
Fa"mily and Children's servJ{e Association ot London and
Middlesex,\pntario, were dep\nden~ o~ aUis-t~nce at 12
mon·ths. This declined to 30.6\ by the time their clJ,ild was
18 months old. ~lapp , Raab (1978) in their ftUdy ot' 3~
adolescent unmarried .others who were cli~8 ot' a
Children' s hom~ in ohio cited a 60\ depandency rate on
welfare (3 rep:t:le,e~tatiye' subsamples of 10 mothers each were
devisea ~o that the children were roughlY.17.m~nths·old":30
months .old and 42 months old at the time ot interview). A
high level .of dependency on social assistllnc:e is a common
finding among adolescent mother studies.
\
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Family size.
,'" ,
Teenage pre9nancy has also been associated with nigh
subsequttnt fertility rates (Black & D~aSSie,. 1985; • '\
Furstenperg, 1980; Schlesinger, ~984).7Moore at a1. (1979)
found that wOlllen who were IS or younger at their first b.irth
have an average of three more children than' WO'lUen who were
at least. 24 when'they became mothers. Women who w,;~e 16 or.
17 at the time of their fi;rst child's birth have an average
of 2.7 more children than thos~ who delay.ad childbearing _
until at least age, 24. It is apparent' that the younger a
:emale is when she has her f~rst child, the more children
she will "likely have.
Wi.th the high cost of childrearlng, adolescent mothers
"face many yeO\rs of heavy. economic demands. Their lirqited...
earning ability due, in part, to a loW' ~evel of grade
attainment makes poverty' a likely outcome. The economic
difficulties she" faces will lik,ely be compounded with each
new arrival (Moore et al., 19791 Phip~s-Yonas, 19801
Trussell & Menken, 1978)', In addition, Trulfsell ,\tanken
(1978) show ,findtfgs to suggest that the \younger the age of
. '-the mother at her first delive~, the greater proportion of
"unwanted" children she has, In their analysis, of the
Nationa~ S'urvey of Growth that studied 9, eOO mothers '.~w~en
the ages of 15-44, they found that those black women wftc \:
,
,
\
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were aged 15-17 at their first birt)l had 17' more cJ:!.ildren,
and reported 59% more unwant~d children tha.n those who wera
20-r years of age. The whites"Wh? were ~5-17 y'ee.r~ of' age. I ,..'
a.t their first t:hild's'blrth tl,ad ,IS' more children' than
those who were 20 -24, and reported ~~ 3t more un~~nted
children. The .possJ.b:Uity of having a sec~nd unwan'!:ed child>
increase's the younger the womail i~ at the birt!'l of" her first
child.
J
Living .Arrangements
Quality of Accommodation.
~ The quality of i;dependent 'housing the' young mother canpr ,.~ide for her child .l..~ gS'fl.eral~ found to be. inadequateq1 n her low income. 1'!acDonnell's interviewers' (198,1')
jUdged that J7.4\: of th~ ~~~ar<ried~rtlother~had housing' .
problems compared to ~ or. j:;he ~arr1~d mothers. At the
eighteen month interview, 20:~f the unmarried mothers *ho'
..l,iveq on 'their own lacked an adequate .~UPPlY of hot water
and~ 2.0' had no indo,:,r plumbing. of .all the~unlD:arried
mqthers, 7. 7t were judged by the interviewers to' be living
, • ,.. • ,r"
in seriously SUbstandard housing compared to l~n or the
1 ".. • .. ,
married mothers. MacKay & Austfn (lSB3) round that one-halt'
,.
, . \
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of (their re~pondents consistently expressed a. need for
81tQer more .suitable or more affordable housing during their
18 IJ,Cnth follow-up. MacDonnell (1981), as well as Sauber &
Rubinstein (1965) found high levels of mobility 'among the
m.other~ ~ho lived. indepe~~entlY of the;r families~.
schlesinger (1984) cites a study from Red Deer, Alberta t:hat
found that 60\ of the 89 respondents surveyed had lived at
their current address for six months or less. A continual ;
J ' ...
. search for more appropriate accommodations is often
associ~ted with residential instability.
r
Household Composition •
. . Presser tl(1980) and Ma~Donnell ('1981) found 1tat the-
most common living arrangement for the unmarried l11ot.her was
<.
to remain in her par",n~s home (at least initially). In
MacDormelt •s study, 59: 9\ of the unmarried mothers lived
with their family immediately following their child' s birth.
This number ~ropped to 4J.• 0\ at the eighteen m<?nth
follow":up. Presser found 61% ·of her sample lived. with their
familie.s for at least Bome time following the birth of t leir
child. By t.he time of the third interview p.?- 5.5 years
later), one-quarter still lived .with their tanlilies.
Financial support f c:::hild care as~istance. and emotional
suppo.rt are all fo~of parental assistance that are
"invaluable to the teen mother and her child (Baldwin & cain,
1980, Furstenberg & Crawford, 19"78: Presser, 198.0). Both
Baldwin & Cain (1980) and Furstenberg and Crawford (1978),
found that those teel;\ mothers and their babies who continue
to live with the teen mother's family, do much better
financially, emotionally and physically than those who live.
• o~ their own. Furstenberg & Crawford (1978) found that "the
assistance rendered by family members signific~tly'~lhrs
the -life chances_ of the young mother, enha~cing her
prospects of educational ,achievem,nt ,and ecC?nomlc
advancement" (p. 3\33). They found that "the help is qreatesi
whe~ the y?ung mother "act.ually lives with her family,
howeve"r,o even those ,Who 'lived apart but remained close still
received valuable assis,tance from their families, espec~ally
with child care. Furstenberg (19aO) concluded that ,lithe
extended family frequently assumes a par,amount role in
childrearing, enabling many young mothers to cope
successfully with the strossas of early parenthoodU-' (p. 65),.'
Havinq a supportive ext~nded~alllilY seems .to mitigate much
of the detrimental effects of teenaqe childbearing
(Furstenberg, 19801 Furstenberg I< Crawford, 1978) Presser,
1980; Young, Berkman & Rehr, 1975}. ('
after delivery.
\
)
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Physical well-Being
Many studies have identified severe health risks for
the teenage mother and her child such as anemia,. toxemia,
uterine dY9function, prematurity, low birth weight and
prenatal mortality (Phipps-Yonas, 1980). For women 15 or
. .
over,,- however, ::ecent fin,dings suggest that these risks' are.
les~ due to physical imm~tu'rity; than to the lac,X: of quality
pre-natal care anc~ nutrition (Baldwin & cain, 1980;'
Phipps-Yonas, 1980). If adequate pre-natal care and ,-J
'nutrition are available to the teenager, then the ri~k of
obstetrical difficulties is significantly redubed (Baldwin"
cain, 1980; Phipps-Yonas,. 1980; schlesinger, ~1984) •. , -'
unfortlJnately, it is often precisely this group who neglect
both pre-natal and post-natal care due to inS!ufqcient
knowledge of ,the risks or lack of availability of ~programs.
Q~ality health care and nutrition is crucial both before and
.; I
, Health care programs in st. Joq,n's are available; it is
a matter of con~inc~ng the young women of their'imgortance.
Unfortunately, the young women who really n*:led'the pre-natal
counseling are often tl)e ones who neglect: to confirm their
;1
'I'
Loneliness aod Isolation.
'0
condition until very late in their pregnancy, and" poor'
nu"trition and bad habits have already taken their toll.
Emotional Well-Being and Social Needs
\
~
Peplau and Perlman (19~) dOe fine loneliness as !lan
unpleasant experience that occurs when a personts network o'f
social relations is deficient "in some important kay, either
quantitat~l/elY or ~litativel:y",..;.4)' The 'quali'C'a~ive
aspect 'of relationships C\re as important as· their existence.
Sources of soc~al support are deriv~d from both family
. :a-nd friends (Morosal1 & Pears~n, '1981). I'I; 1& apparent that
people may turn to different: peoPl~ for l::lifferent things;
and that peop~e to whom you turn to discuss your feelings
with (a confidante) may not be the ·same people that you
would turn 'to for pralctical help or to have fun with. All,
, . .
'however, are important components of social support and are
crucial to avC?id 'the negative eff~t!J of loneliness and
isolation (Fischer & Phillips, 1982). Loneliness .has been,
.associated with depression (Bradburn, 1969; Rook « Peplau,
1.982). It has also bee\Shown to have a mg~erate li~With
child .negle,ct. Polansky (198S) identified a .poPulatiO~(lS2)
.,;-':;
\ .. '
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of negle;ct~ul mothers, both bl}'ck , Whi~ and b01h. ,urban'
rural, and a matching control group of non-neglectful
. . \
mothers (154) a\d :found that the.neglectful mothers were
significantly mote- lo.nely than non-neglectful mothers (P <
. l
.,0001). They also, found urban WQWen to be more., lonely than
rura~; tho~ith a low..er inc~me more than those with more
income 1 Black I!l0re than White; and unmarried women more
lonely than those with a partner:
\
Loneliness and isolation are often ~ssociated with
. .'
unmarried adolescent motherhood. Cannon-Bonventre &
Kahn (1979) interviewed 100 Boston teenage mother'S who
I . •.
id'enti~i.ed loneliness and isolation as the second biggest
l\Foblem they faced next to insufficient income. Th~
'researchers concluded that the effects of isolation and
loneliness were as pervasive as the effects of poverty. Few
of the mothers had many friends to talk to or share child
care arrangements with. They felt alone and without
emotionai support. The team of Colletta, Hadler and 'Gregg
(1981) \found' that 45'\ of their sample of 6"4 ,ado'lescents
reported' isolation from former friends to ?e. a major
coneern. Young mothers often feel cut of! from previous
.. friends whp donJt under~tand the responsibilities of raising
a child, and they have little tiZlle or oppor·t~ity to mak~
'2, /
,,,,--.
\ "
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(Black' DeBlassie, 1985; Juhasz, 1974; MacDonnell,
1981). The 8:"ldence suggests that loneliness "may lead to (
depression, which i~ turn :may lead to child neglect. Both
tbe mother and her child suffer.
Sources of Social support.
The S'ources ot",support most identified by th: mO"ther
4re her-glrlf.riends, her family (especially her moth~t), and
the p~tativQ ·fath'er. sacX; et a1. (1,982) in their st~dY of
50 ad61escent ..mo~~ers and ~their c1'\iidr~n .who received.
pediatric c~re from the Hospital for Sick Children.
\..' .'
Ado.lescent CliJ?ic In Toron!.o, ontario., found 1:hat m~st
1l!others' reported at l~ast two 'close t friends (defined as
.. someone 1~." the'!r life hat was partlc\llarly iaportant. to
them, an~to ..holl t~ey f~lt close), ,one close family mener,
but no close pr,o,fessional relationsl1\ps, suggesting an.
infonnal rather than a 'formal support net...orlc. other ",tudies
(Grow, .1979: . furstenberg, 19761 MacKay' Austin,: 19931
pozson~i~ 19~3) ,report similar results.
The Ad01B1lcent Father,
~t',tive tather involvement with the uhmarried teen.ge PO,
m~t;,er and her child. is higher than is 'generaiJ ~ssUlD~d,
....
\\.
. -. -r" ) .. "
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although it. appears to decli",e ov~r time. Earls & Slegel
(1980) cite several studi'es in their review of the research
.. . .
on adolescent fathera whi~h indicated that about half of
. I
fathers maintain at least some degree of contact during
their ch.lld l s first two years. Parke, Power, and Fisher
-~ ~.
(1980) quote siinilar figu:r:es of ~PP~oximateJY Sot in their
re~iew article. Presser (1980). stated that 67% of the
mothers iri l)er ,subsample of 69 unmarried mothers from a
stratifiod random s.am~e of 408 mothers in New York City
:reported'at least some airect contact with the fathers of
their chi.~d at' th'e' time. of thE\! int:erview (J ~5 to .s. 5 years~
after the b'1rth of the, child). These findiJ:\9s ar~ consi"!.tent
with Furstenberg'g. study in 1976 whic.h fQund that the
majority (63%) of fa;thers were still inv~lved at the tilll~ o~
the five year follow-up, Jbut that ~he frequency of "the
visi,ts had de~~ne~:over timh\O(s'ee al~o Clapp.,' R,aab, 1978;
pozson~ 197,8). Earls· &" Siegel s~gest that this decrease
in contact over time or the noninvolvement from the
'-
beginning for some fathers, may be due to the failure of
most services .and agenci·es, to acknowledge or attempt to
engage thes~ fathers', either before' or after the birth
(1980). Presser indicated that despite social c~~act, only.
_33\ ~.f the fathers in her sample contributed financially at
the 3 1/2 to 5 1/2 year follow-up i'nterview, and "few"
, ....
"
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assisted in the care of t~eir .child (1980). Parke et al.
.cite a study that found that at 15 months aner the birth of
their child, 64\, of, their unmarried teenage mothers were
receivi;g .financial aid from the pUhative father (198?). (A
much higher figure' here f's likely due to the time of
interview il'\, this study 1 the length of time since the birth
6f the' child was between 2 and' 4 year~ earlier th:~
\', " ' I '
Press~1?"s.) Despite the differing ,figures, it does appear
') ,
that:·t:d.nancial support is positively 'associ~ted with
/ , , '. "
convact, instead. of being a. subst1-tute for it. Those fathers
,.~~o ),ar,.Child support a:ee also "inore likely 'to,hav~ cont~'"'ct
',------
more. often wi~h th,ir children than those who do nClt pay
child support at all (Clapp & Raab, 1978; p'resser, 1980) •
Family support. •
Ado{escent parents of~en rely heavily on their family
for erooti(imal support, especially their own mother,' and few
of the adolescent mothers (6.25% 7n Colletta et al. 's 1981
stUdy) find, conflict with parents to be a se~ious problem.
Presser (1980) fbund that 6S\: of the unmarried mothers in
~.her stUdY' repo:rted··that they ,fait very close to their
, ,
'Jrl'Others. Sacks et "21.1. also foun~. that the'family was an
importan,t source of' emotional SUP'P.o~t for the" te~r mothers;
n~t to their girlfriends, the thre.e most-common sources of
""
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emotional support 'identified by the young mothers were theft
mothers, brother-s- and sisters. The emotional support "derived
from th&' adolesoent t S motht may begin as early as the
pregnancy and deC1S!On7tng stage. i~ Toumishey's 1978
study of pregnant teenagers in Nawt"oupdland, the teen's
mother was identified as one of the'two most signific~nt
'individual's ·that offered major emotional support (the other
~. ~
was the putative father).
In addition to emoti~and financial support, t'he
~xtended family often provides an invaiuable child ~are
service (Furstenberg, 197-,7: Grow, 1979; pozsonyi, 19;3;
Presse,r, 1980). For young women living with their families,
the majority r~ceive assistance trom tJ:le maternal
'grandmother. For those who a:.::e on their own, however, 4 out
,I; of 5 ado1esc~nt. m"~thers identify chil'd care needs in the
fi..C:.st 12 months increasing to 9 out of 10 by 18 months
(~acKay & Austin, 1983). Fifty-!1ine percent of the mot~ers
in Sauber & corrigan's stUdy (1970) cited lack of quality
child care as a l'eason for unemployment. Without ade~ate
child care assistance, the adolescent mother may fJ.,nd it
diffh::u1t to continue her formal education, to ,..find and
. retain elllployment, to socialize, and to relieve the
loneli~ess of sole' parenthood. Within thi~ context', .both her
eco:~omic and emotional well-being are :Oil. jeopardy.
\
·r
..
poverty. Polansky's resear~h (1985) on neglect a;r;d
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Parenting SUUs.
Opinions vary on whether there is al'l ~ociation
betw~en ehild abuse (including physical and emotional
neglect) .and unmarried adolescent paren~.ng
(Kinard & Klarman, 1980). In, their re'l!ew article. Kinard'
Klerman presented the results of II large scale stUdy by tlhe
American Hum.ans Assoc~ation that" cOlJcluded that teenage
mothers did not appear to t)e overreptese~ted among abusing
or neglectful families. Kinard & Klex::man ~onclude that the.
l1ypothesiz~d link '~efween teenage pareflt,in: and, child abuse'
may be conf0!Jnded by other important variables such as
,
loneliness described a~e suggests that a 'p~~file of
neglectful mothers allY be overrepresented amonq the poor,
unmarried, urban ~nd lonej..Y; a pr'otils not unlike that ot
the adolesce';t mother. Results tram resea'rch on, the link
between teenage' parenting and chiid a~use is stirl ,dd'e"ly
discrepant, sU9ge~tinq the need tor furth:er controlled
stUdy.
f
Self Concept and Affect.
An actual measure of :the mother's s~lf concept is'
rarely done in follow-up resea,rch on adolesc,nt mothers.
Ra.::.her, the self concept measure is .usually ,used in studies
.. ,1"
'.
'. -
.c', .
'" ~--
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attemp;'ing to show a causal relationship between poor selt
concept ~nd Jlregna~ teenagers. Patten (1981) found tha~ her
. -'
voluntary sampfs ot 37 ~in~le pregnant w~en aged 13-24
'living in a maternity home h~ significantly l~wer net
post tive 9core~ on the Tennessee Self Concel(t Scale than
established norms for the ~opulation (p :.: .001), but admits
that h~r results could reflect sample bias because tPf the
sIIla!1 sample si~e and the unique setting. She also reviews
relat:ed research showing similar res,ults but ~oes not expand
on the sampling procedures. Patte"" does admi~ in her
• conclusion however that" "neither P9YChOl:ogicll.f~r
sociological explanatio~s can be sati.sfll.ctorily modified nen
extended to explain adolescent preqnan~y in general, or to
de~ermine the maj~ factors which lead to such pr.egnancies"
(pgs .. 776-;777). The theory that 'special emotional and
behavioral' characteristics set pregni!ln~ tTnagers apart
;trom the general population ar serve as dusal factore of
pregnancy has already been questioned by this author:
however~ from a social work perspective it could be argued'
'. .. . .
that the effects trom' situational ditficulties encountered
by the 'adolescent mother Bouch as poverty, ltmit!ed
occupational opport",:nities, low educational aC,hievements,
loneliness; welfare dependency, an? instability might be
u28
~ssociated with' negati~feelings of saif-worth. Fitts
(196S~e auth?r of the ,tennessee Self concept Scale
states that positive experiences tend to enhance the self
concept while stress or failure, are associated with. lower
self esteem (Fitts; 1965).
:V 'One author did attempt to obtain a 'measure of the self
conc~t of single 'mothers in genei"al, albeit! using a~l age'
groups and including .divorced and widowed t:emales.
Newlands (1978) compared the self-concept of a random group
. \,'
of single mothers with the self concept of a random group......of
matrie,d mothers in st. John' 5, Newfoundland. Her ·measure of
self concept .was obtained fro~ the mother's responses to
questions about the level of satisfaction they felt with .the
performance of their family roles. This ~was based on the
,
premise that the self concept ,is affected by how well ro.les
are carried out. The respondents concept of herself can
therefore be inferred from her self rating of adequacy abou.t
what she does; Newlands concluded that. the amount of
financial, social and emotional depriv~tion associated with
_ single female parenthood cou~d lead to dissatisfaction with
the complet!ion of her roles Whic,h in turn could lead to a
diminished self concept, Newlard I s "results supported this
promise; there .were statisticall¥ 'significant di~t"r~nces
between one and two parent 'famili~es; the lone female parent
29
was significantl.y less satisfied \dth the perform~nce of hj9;r
f 'family roles. This loW' self rating of satisfaction was
interpreted by Newlanda as indicative of d!ssa~factlion
with the self concept. She drew the concwsion that s~ingle
parents are less satisfied with their family roles," and by
inference have a low opinion of themselves as adequate
. .
people. ,
Sacks at al. measured the affect of the adolescen,~_
women in their study and ~found that they had a generally
...... , '.
positive outlook on life despite problems. in several areas.
Th'ese mothers maY'ho:t be typical' of ottler populations,
however, as they were adolescents who sought both pre;-natal
and post-natal care from a" multi-disciplinary clinic (Sacks
, et ,al., 1982). MacDonnell (1981) found tha·t almost .one-half
(44.·5\) of her Nova scotia sample said they had "regr,ets"
aboat how their fife had turned out and ."almost all'.' (actual
number not ~rep'orted) of the mo~herg indicated that they
would not recommend the experience ot sin~1e pa'r~nthood to a
young woman.
Effect .on The Chi:ld.
The direct effe~ of teenage parenthood on the child's
emotional and cognitive development is unclear (Ba}.dwin &
cain, 19801 MacKay & Austin, 19831 Sacks et al., 1992). It
\ . .
..
, .
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/ is likely that some of the negative effects so often found
do not result directly from the mother's age at birtl"l., bu\:'
are compounded by other associated factors such as economic
situation. educati6n, s.tability. supportive relationships,
and family constellation. Baldwin & Cain (1980) cite several
studies in their review article that show a significant.
relationship between "a mother's young age at delivery and
her child's lower cognitive development, but. acknow).edge
that the difference maY.be Iltrivial in ;erms of la.tar
achievement" (p.37r. Sacks et al,: (1982) found that the
children i'.;' their study (likely a more advantaged group)
scored generally in the 'average' range with some in the
superior category while others were borderline, It appears
that the mother I s age ~: th~ child I s bir~h may not have a
negative effect on her child's emotton~l and cognitive
development il s~e is able to ove;-come th~ sitluati.qnal and
emot~of\al difficulties ~n her path.
Ther.G is an .interrelatio~shiP between .he .~mOti~nal
state '"or the ~othe:r and the well-being of her chi~d. It the
~other reports g~ne:al sttisfactidln with 'her tit\l:at,ton and
has resolva~le problems and a ..strong support network, it '.l .
seelitS a positive pa,renting experience can occur and ~he.
. .
child will not suffer (Baldwin & cain, 1980'; Furstenberg,
19'1; Gro~, 10.'0; po;~on;i,. 1973;-5.ok. 'at a1., 1982)_ If'
: 'I
'This study will provide this pr~file and) inform
'"
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the mother's situation is one of poverty, ·lone.J.iness, and
instability, however, the negative effects will b~ passed an
to her child. Adverse ~e'tfects such as Physical, emotional,
and in"tellectual deficiencies, largely due to the social and
,~conornic:: correlates of early c,hHdbearinq, can be observed
long into the child's life (Baldwin. & Cain, 1980).
~urnmary
,The rese'arch examined in thi~ literature review on
adolescent mothers has indicated several araas where
problem~ may exist for the unmarried aaolescent mother '.
These findings 'are useful to inform sUbsequent studies and
to identify 51tuational and need dimensions relevant for
exploration.
As already discussed, however, their qenerality to all
.,
adolescent mothers is ,limited as the location and sample of
each study may significantly i.nf~uence its outcomes. In the
opinion of this author, assessment profiles are largely •
specific, to the population studied. consequentlY, the
asses»ment pr?file of unmarried adolesce":t mothers must be
relevant to tne actual P9Pulation it is intended tp'Serve. q
professionals in tn.eir assessment, counseling and social
support a~tions.
','
J2
Chapter 3
MethQd pesign & Procedures
The Study Sample
The target population was confined to the qre~ter
metropolitan area of "the City of st. John's in the province
of Newfoundland i~CIUdi~g the communities of Wedgewood park,
Mount Pearl, Petty Harbour, Kilbride, and The Goul<ls. As
most women deliver their babies in a hospital (admittedly,
some do not), a hosp!tal seemed the .ost appropriate place
to collect a sample. In st. John's, there are only two
hospitals with obstetrical wards. Due to the sensitivity
liith req~rds to access of records because of 'patient
confi~ential1ty., the author only enlisted the cooperation of
one hospi~,al with which she had an atUl laUon; this
hospital ma~ntains a large obstetrical' ward. Nonetheless,
. , , -'the patient population is not believed to differ
significantly b~Wll-en them (comparativQ data are not
available). Al though '~he religious auspices of each
hospital is different, the patients in th~s study are a
cliantele of .ixed religious· backgrounds as admission is
expe~ience for these women; however, four of the mothers
, .
~'..
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partially dependent on their physician's admitting
pri....i~eges: the auspices of the study hospital is Protestant
~hile the majority of the subjects (26 out of 40 or 65\) are
Catholic; 13 are Protestant (32.5\); and 1 (2.5\) has no
religious preference.
'Adolescent' and 't~enager' are used interchangeably\.. ,
r in this study to r~fer to thos~ age 16 to 19 y~ars inclusive
~ir first child's birth. This age group did not
disqualify any potential respondents as there,~were no,
d,eliveri"es by adolescents,' within the studies bounda'ric;,
that were under the age,of 16 years old betwee~ September 1,
1985 and January 31, 1987.. There were! however, a few
(actual number unavailable) under the age of. 16 who lived
outside the boundary of Greater Metro~Olitan st. John's.l ~
only those mothers who made the decision to keep their child
and for whom this was a first live b~rth were incl.uded in
the ~ample. The experience of motherhood was therefore a new"
:;;>
have' had a second child si·nce.
~Whi1e the population was conceptualized as 15-19 years
inc1usftte, the sample obtained includes respondents front.
16-19 years only.
,/
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The term 'unmarried' was defined for the purposes of .~
this st.udy as" never m~rried. It was recognized that this \
might include some -women living cOlllmon-law, but as McDonnell
(1981} points out, the instability of these relationships. at
. t?,iS are might ~ea~that their problems 'f;;:~d ,be, similar to
the "never-marri~d". In ap.dltio,n, omitting them 'from the
population \night have ~xcluded' relevant responde;ts as'" the
t- .
reality is that some women say they are living common~law
but in fact are 'not". 'If this study p,;pulation, the
. researcher. is aware ~f at least o11e responc1ent who indicated
a c0Irlfll0n-law rflations~ip at the birth· of her child but who
was sin9j!e at the (ime of ~he intervi~w. It is ,impossible to>
det.ermine how many others ""ould have been faIt1 exct';lded.
As the lItudy hospital also inclUdes 'oo1lllll0n-la ions in the
"-. " if
single, never-married category, it would have sen difficult
to ~ven try to distinguish between the two in several cases.
(The study results show that four women Who were living
cOlMlo·n-la;"" at the time of the int~ryi-ew stated that' they
, were in ,this relationship. at the birth ot their child.)
Divorced or wid~wed mothers ""ere not included as it ""as
. .
felt that· their problem~, while often similar, iI\<:,~ be' viewed
as resulting ..,fr~m d.itfferent Circumstance~ an~ jUdged more
favorably by ~ t.he community .. ~his c_ri~erion ot -naver married
,.
~.
~: ..,-,
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refers 1;.0 the. mother I s status at the birth of her first
ch"iJ.ci'; however, £.our have married sin/e.
The hospital re.ferred to in this study has a policy
that all ·unmarr:ied mothers are referred to the 501,:1a1 work
..
, department. 'I'~e o.bstetrical social worker has kept a record
. of all referrals. Her re,c~rds . include all motpers who were
unmarrif!d and all mothers 19 years of age or under at the
tillle of de;Livery. It is these referraL: from which the study
sample was drawn.
As interviews w1re coJd'pleted in July, August &
September of .198~ ,reView :,f the referral~ frolD s'e~tetnber
1, 1985 to January 31, 1987 meant that the babies of these
mothers ranged from' to 24 months of' age. This was a
desirable age group as it excludes th~ honeymoon adjustment
period'and doesn't exceed the infancy stage usually defined·
as ending bet....een 18 and 24 months of age (Lefrancois, 1973;
Nevmaii. .' NeWlllan, 1979).
I; total, 189 unmarried atlolescents delivered at the
specified hospital during the period fr?m september 1, 1985
to January 31, 1987. Of these, 111 resided outside the study
boundaries of Greater Metropolitan St. John's.. Of the.
remail}ing 78, 9 I!10thers placed their babies for adoption and
2 babies were stillborn. T~~ left 67 possibilities,' 3 of
which the birth in question was a second.. birt,h. The
'to
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remaining 64 mothers f..it the study criteria and comprised
the target population.
,.The procedure for ~ontacting potential respondents
and obtaini,ng their consent went as followS": a letter from
, .
the Oi{ector of' the Social Work Department was mailed on
July 2}, ,1987 e¥-plaining the purpose of the study and asking'
for the mother I s permission to identify her to the
researcher.. The letter advised the mothers that they would
be contacted by telephone in about "a week I s 'time by someone
from the Social W~~k DepartJ!lel:'lt, or, it'they wished, they
could return the enc.losed self..;"addreseed st~mped envelope .if
the indicated telephone, number was incorrect (see appendix
A). Al though the maj0,Fij:.y of the numbers turned out to be
incorrect, only four respondents returned this form.
The Social Work Assistant Jrom the study ~os~ital was
hired by this researcher to follow up· this letter with II.
,telephone call to each potential ,respondent. Locating these.
•women prov~d to be a di:t;"ficult task. Han! of the nI:lIdberil
were either ,out of service or ·inc::orrecb. When the assistant
did find a mother, she filled out a respondent contact form
indicating that she rem~ndsd the respondent of the purpose
of the stUdy and obtained their perrnls~ion to alloW this ,~.....
researcher to contact them (see appendix 8).
.',. ~
;'-:
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On September 10, 1987, a second letter was mailed to
the potential respondents that had not yet been contacted"
again with a self-addressed stam~ed en~elope, but th~s' time
asking the mothers to return the font{ reg~rl;Uess of their
decision (see Appe,ndix C) • 'only one response was obtained
from this mailing. Most of the mothers had to be tracke*
..
down through relatives.
. '
During the course ot tjP interviews, ~t became apparent
that some;'f the young mothers were hesitant t~ part~cipate
because. they feared that the interviewer; . introduced as a
Social Worker, had connections with the.Department (jf Social
'services, a1ther with the division of child welfare or the
division at Social Assistance. They were concerned that this
wasla Checkup on their living arrangements, ·-income or
·parenting abi1ity for the Department., Because of this, a
~.letter was mailed to those that had refused to participate
clearly stating the interv~ewer's status as a uni~ersity
student, and giving them a nUmber to call if they ~ould·
reconsider (see Appendix D). No one called and ·they were not
contacted ~ga in .
. Of the total popUlation of 64 mothers, we were able to
confirm through family members that 5 have moved away since
the birth of their child (4 out of the provine/:! and 1 to
Windsor, . Nf'ld.) Il'his....,\sf.t a population of 59 potential
'.
.. >
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respondents. Of the reIllaining S9. we were unable to locate
6, Whic~ left 53 possibilities, all of wholll were contacted.
Thirteen~,Of these mothers refus~d to participate and the
researcher completed 4CP'interviews. Completed interviews
were therefore 40 out· of a" possible 59 or slightly more than
2/3 of'the total populat~on (67.8%>.
Of the 40 mothers interviewed,,_only l§. were still
r~siding 'at the address fn the hospital "records. Given this
high mobility ~ate coupled with tp.e fapt that this was a
follow-up study as much as two years later1 the result that
only six mothers could not be located is not unreasonable to
expect. It is possible that' these six mothers have also left
the' preYince.
This 'interviewer feels that every possible effort was
made to contact the entire subject population and an.\attempt
was made to correct any confusion or fear on the part of
those who refused to participate. It ~hould be noted that
'two moth~rs who originally consented to participate were
subsequently either not allo....ed to, or persuaded not to, by
/
their partner,s, A-c;msent rate of 75.5\ (40 of 5,3).
considering the involvement of many of these young mothers
with Social Workers in threatening pos.itions of power over
their financial or parenting status appears to be.a
realisti"c number.
;.
w..,
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The Survey Instruments
)
The main survey instrument 'was designed to be used in a
face-to-face interview. 2 All interviews e~cePt one were
conducted in the mother's Pl~c;" of residence. One woman met
the researcher in a' coffee shop as she said it was
impos~ible to get ~ny p:ivacy in her home. Th,e entire
interview lasted approx·lmatel.y onB hour; 45 min_ut~s for the
main instrument and appro>c:irnately 15 minutes for the
additioi:lal scale; however, a few interviews lasted as long
as two hours. The main instrument elicited information from
the adolescent mother with regard t.6 life situation and
personal problems based on the ,followlng areas: general
demographic inforrnat'ion; physical well-being; housing and
living arrangements; sources of social support and social
2While a survey instrument was used' and -while th.is
instrument was strj.lctured, this author interprets that the
study is basically an exploratory/descriptive survey in
that: no hypotheses were proposed; the. SUbjects were
voluntary respondents who were not chosen randomly;'" some of
the questions allowed fot exploration of qualitat~ve
responses: .and the net result is an assessment profile which
c:lives some dire!'tion to clinicians but answers only the
broadest of research guestlons: "What' are the
characteristics and situations of unmarried adolescent
rno.thers in st. John' s ~hO have Ieept their child?"
.) (
'" ·"",~1:::'~~ .
.. !
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participation: relationship with and support froll the
putative :father; problems and. needs: contraceptio~; child
care arrangellents; and education opportunitie~s (see appendix
F). Response categories were costly Likert-type, .,Most of
the categories were' info"rmed ~y relevant research',
The "Prob1e~ severity Scale'" (quaat~ons 146-168) waa
devel0I!ed by Sacks, MacDonald, Schlesinger and Lambert
(1982) and reproduced .:tith their permission (see Appendix
~). Sacks et a1. obtained a 'problQm severity score', by
adding the responS8a of whether the stated problem (19 in
total) was: very serious; serious; moderate; mild; or not a
proble1l (coded 5, 4, 3, 2, and 1). with the theoretical
r~rige ,being between 95 (seve...re probl811B in almost every
"\ a,rea) to 19 (absolutely no problems); Sacks mean ....as 34
\their actual range waa 20 to ',0). Thia Gtudy applies 'the
·Proble. Severit.y Scale" using ,only three response
categories ,of: serious~ lIoderate; or not a prob181l (coded J,
2, and 1), as it 'was discovered that the larger range. of
.
potential responses. was confusing :for the respondents during
the pretest. One additional item -was adBed (number 167), to
determine i:f opportunity for sexual expression was a
problem,
Indicators of social participation and sources of
support ~ere Ileasured by the existence 9:f ditferent
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relationships among b.oth f81D.11y and frie~ds (L e. did the
mother feel that she had people she could talk to about her
feelings, that she could turn to for help, 8J1d that she
could have fun with). Relationships with professionals were
det~rmined by the likelihood the lllothers would turn t? them
for understanding and support (see questions 107-122).
opp'ortunities: to make new frie~ds, dating practices, ~nd
f;;equenCy of social activities were .included to measure
social participation (Bybee, 1980; Bradburn, 1969; pczsonyi,
1973) •
'Personal characteristics t wer~ operationalized using
two s1:-andardized instruments to measure affect and self
concept ....Thfi! Bradburn Scale of Psychological Well-Being
measrres affect (Bradburn, 196~). Bradburn's research
sugge~ts that there are two scales of psychological
well-being which are independent:- of each other; positive and
negative affect. The instrument consiets of 10 items
describing five positive feelings (questipns 169, 171, 173,
175, 177) and five negative feelings (questions 170; 172,
174, 176, 176). These "'feeling states' were derived from a
pilot study that attempted to l)perationalize emotional.
reactions of normal individuals to the stresses and strains
of everyday life (Bradburn, 19• .- The sum of PO~itive
, u
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feelings (coded with the same categories used by Sacks et
lY ' a1. (1982), often (3), sometimes (2) , rarely (1), nevsr (OJ)
minus the sum of the negative feelings indicate the Affec.t
Balance SCCfle -- the individual's current level of
well~being. Bradburn was able to show a high level of
association between the well-being score and self-reports of
happiness. In a ~ation-wide relJ:ab1.lity test with a sample
I
\ from the ten largest metropolitan areas in the United
states, Bradburn showed eo retest SCGre of .ao., with all •
ind~vidual items "except one being over .90. Brad!?urn testea
his ffnal instrument on several different types of
pop,¥ations, including ,studies on marital sati~faction. He
was able to sh0'1 a high level of association between the
positive and negative affect and the positive satisfactions
and, tensions in ,a marriage. The Bcale 'W8~ also used.
successfully in sacks et al.· study of the a,dolescent mother
in ontario (1982). with a theoretical range o~. -15 to +15,
Sac"ks mean was +3.98. Sacks at al. concluded that this
result indicated a group of pa~ple that h~d more positive
feelings than they~had negative feelings and that their
.
outlook on life was.. reasonably positive.
A second standardized instrument, The Tennessee Self
, )
~~, was d~velopl!'flL..l;ly .william H. Fittel. in 1965.
4J
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The scale cons~sts of 100 se~f descriptive items that enable
the respondent to portray his perception of himself.' It is a
self adminj}stered scale that takes approximately 15 minutes
to complete. I~ is appropriate for respondents aged 12 or
higher an~ having at least a gradl:! six reading level. A
total of 14 different scoreS can be derived from the 100
items. According to Fitts (1965), the Total positive Score \
- is the single most important score. "It reflects the overall
level of self esteem. Persons with high scores tend to lik;e
themselves, feel that they are persons of value and wo~th,
have confidence in themselves, and act accordingly. People
with low scores are doubtful about their oTJn worth; see
themselves as undesirabllili often teel anxj,ous, depressed,
and unhappy; and have little faith or· confidence j.n
themselyes" .(pg. 2). A st~ndardized group of a sample of 626
, people from all over the united States, both Black & White,
I from ages 12 to 69, and of both sexes, representing all
social, economic, and intellectual levels was 'used to
develop normative scores. The mean for the Total positive
Score is 345.57. Fi.s found the test-retest reliability
data for this score to be .92.
The survey instruments were pretest~d in four
int.erviews with unmarried mothers outside the SUbject pool
..
-a.nd minor chang-as 1n wor:ding and construction to improve
'compr:ehensibllity were adjusted as needed.
The Data Analysis
In order to describe the affect; self-conca.pt, person~l . .-
problems, and life situation of the adolescent Nothers
interviewed, trequancy disl:ributions ~nd simple perclmr.aqes
are presented In. a des·criptlve manner with the aid, or
tables. . /
Inferential statistics .....·ere used to explore the
assoc~ation5..~etweenspecific variables !With, special. focus
on th,ree ai-ea's:' (1.) th"e number of prob:"ems or pro~lem
severity score: (2) the level of psychological well-being:
. and PJ the ·self c;pncept score.- specific types of
statistical. ~ests are l':ldicated in the text.
A comprehensive codebook ~as developed for the
questionnaire to pt'~)Vide a computer readable data base.
The"se. data were th~m man~pulated in consultation wi\h an
~xperierfced analyst using the co~puter progra:m: In.§.
Stati sUe.AI pac~e For The Social SC1.eD¢es. (SPSS).
The r.~s.ul"Eing analysis c1early descr1.bes the situation
and needs ot t;he study population in~ludinq the).r general
. deIllographic~, their living arrar.qements, their. economic. .J-
~.--'
".
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c~aracteristics, their physical 'Well-being, their emotional
well-being, their B~C~S of support, their self-concept,
and their child care~ranqements.
,
J
"
Chapter 4
p~mQgraphic Information
p&.
The mothers ranged 1n age from 16 -to 19 year'~he
time of their child.'s birth. The mean 8gB was 17.8". There
were no 15 year old respondents in thi's study populatidnl
{OWBVer, as noted earlier, there were moth~rs ll:aer the "agB
Jt 16 residing in rural areas outside or ·the stUdy
. V
boundaries at the time of the sample collection. The
l,iterature suggests that a small percentage of mothers are
under the ag8 of 16: McDonnell (1981) :round only. 5.7t of the
. .
mothers in her Nova scotia rando. sample were under 16 years
of, age '!t the time of th~ir child's birt!'. sa~ et ai.
(1982) found that the mean age of the mothrrs in the~r
Ontario." stUdy ~as 17,.4" years at the ti~ their child's
birth,.with,6\ being either ~6 •.17. or 18 years old.
By the time Clf the .interview;. the mothers ranged in age
[rom· 17 to 20 year,s old wi~h a mean age of 19.2~The
children's age r·anged from 6 to 24 mont~s \11th a mean age of
1<.4 months.
J,
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Ol\e mother in the -study population had twins and fOu::",
mother' ~ have ~ad a second .child since the· birth that I
qualified them to be included in this study. The second)
children ranged in age from one to nine months at the time
of the'. interview, They were spaced lq months, ,IS, 13, and 11
. ,
months from. their older siblings.
Theora are 21 male children (52.5%) and 20 female
.-'
children (47.5%) in the s.tudy population (n-41 because of
the twins). The four second children are comp.rised of two .
males and two fema~es. This. even distribution of the sexes
supports ,an argument against the ~ikelihood of any serious
sample bias: Statistics can~da indica~es that in 1985, 51. 6%
of the newborns in Newfoundland were m~le and 48.4% were
females (Statistics Canada,' November 1986).
Marital status.
All of the mothers were, fY definition, unmarried at
the time of their child's birth. At ·the time of the
i,nterview, 'five were in common-law relationships: four with
the' father of their child and one ~ith someone she krfew
prior to her chi~d's birth. Only four mothers have married
since the birth of their child: three to the babyls father
and one to someone she met dur ing her pregnancy. T~ere was
no evidence of 'urgency in getting married: they married at 2
4
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months, 6 months, 17, and 23 months after the.ir child's
birth. Thirt~-one mothers (77.5\) were single ~t the time 9f
the interview, and nine motJ:1ers (22.5\) were either in a
common-law or legal marriage at the time of the i?iew
(see Table 3)
Table J
Current Marital status
.' .
Marital
status cf ~~Single 31 31 77 .5 77.5
C01l\lllon-la\o' 3. "12.5 90.0
Married 40 10.0 100.0
The 36 unmarried'motbers were asked if they have plans
for marriage during the next year and if so, is it a formal
¥ . ~.,
engagem.ent (as opposed to just hoped to): only 4. of the 36
unmarried' mothers indicated they have plan's, but none
reported any fOI1llal arrangements (Le. an official
engagement). The mother's willingness to express their
:"J '\
.9
perceptions that are nat congruent with traditional
expectations gives the author confidence in tpe validity of
the'int'"erview result,S. These responses may indicate the iack
of concern with negative stigma or social ~nacc.eptability.
~.
Although the religious auspices of th9' study hospital
is Protestant, the majority of the subjects, 26 out of 40
(or 65%)' are catholic; 13 are Protestant (32.5%); and 1
(2.5\> has no religious preference. There is an
overrepresentation in this study group 'of C,tholics as
Statistics Canada (July, 1983) indicat~s t",-t based on the
1981 C~nsus. the population of St .. John's consists of 51.2%
Catholic, "45.8% Protestant, ,2.3' no preference and .7\ of
other denominations.
The mothers were asked to rate how important religion
w,:,s in thei~ life: 4 of 40 or 10\ indicated tha:~..-religion i~
very important: 19 or'47.S\ said it is 'important', and 17
or 42.5\ felt that religion is not important in their lives.
Racial Qrigin.
Only 1 of tHe "40 respondents is not 'Caucasian. She is
Metis. Statistic~ Canada does not comment on racial origin,
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but indicates that 91.5\ of, the population- of st. Jehnle is (I";
of British origin (Statistics Canada, July' 1993).
1 ac rOll d.
\
Forty p cent' of the mothers have between one and
th~ee siblings, nd 60% have four or more siblings ..The're is'
nothing of partiCUlar signific:ance with birth ;po~itionr
37':"5\ are o~e of the eldest; 2;>' are nea~, the_middle: '~nd
37..5' are on~ of the youngest 'in their famIly.
Most'of the ~espondents we,re born and raise~. in the
city of st; John's: 31 or-77.S\: ~were born in the city; eight
( Of 20\ were born elsewhere" in Newfoundland, and on~y one was
) born. outside .the IPl;ov,i.nce. _ ~
Only one Jot~r was not raised until age 13 ~y a'
natural parent (she' had a mixed experience with five yea;-s
in foster care), and "31 of 40 (77.5%) came from homes with
two parents. After age thirteen, the number' who lived with.
both parents dropped to 24 (60%). Theso resflts suggest a
fairly stable childhood, with famil~ dissolLtion o~cUrring
, ,I
only during the teenage years. The number "f~om broken homes
due to divorce, separation, or d~ath is 16 ~f 40 or 40t.
This may be somewhat high as statistics can;~da (septemb~r';\
1987a) indicates that of 111,435 NeWfoun~];a d families with
children at home: l!i,825 were lone-parent f miliss (14.2%f.
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Living' Arrangements
HQusehold compQsitiQn.
Fifteen of the mothers were still living in their
parental hQme at the time of the interview. Sixteen were
living apart from their parents (hO~eVer, only twelve wer~
living alQnl! wfth•.eir children; tWQ liv~d with a yo~nger
sisfer, one lived with a brother, and one 'lived with a
girlfriend). Nine of the mothers lived with a spouse (four
with a husbana " five with "a bC?yfrieli.d, see T~ble 4.) "
It shQuld be noted that tWQ of the mothers were' not'
liVing with their children at ~he time of the interview: one
of the married respondents (the one not married to th~
putative father) had her, child removed by the Department of
'Social Services for prot.ectiQn and placed with the u~arried
- mother's OVO'mQther ..Wis graJt.dmother lived very near an~ ,
the teen mother estimated that she spent at least five hou:r;ls
a day with her Child; She is attempting to regain custody Qf
her child. The second adolescent that did nQt have her child
'-·~i!
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Table 4
Living Arrangement:s
Type of
40.0 100.0
Arrangement
with parents
with p~ners
Independent
15
• 9
"116
cf
15
24
40
37.5
22.5
cp
37.5
60.0
young (17 at the tille. of the intervfew, l!:nd 16 when the
child was born). This adolesce~t indicated that she had
arrived at an agreement with the grandmother to leave her
child with her until' she 't~8: 19. (Both of th~6e
respondents were kept in the subject pooi as both provided
maternal care tor their child for at.hlllat six'moJlths and
were still regula'rly involved with their child.)
, The l\lot:ht!J:'s who still lived with their parents were
asked 'how satisfied they are with this arrangement. Eight or
53\: rep-orted ~eing "very satisfie5!'.' and seven or 47\ ~re
"satisfied" living in their parents' home.
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Of the 25 mothers that had lett their parents home, 9
left before they became pregnant, and 16 It{t 1fter their
pregna:ncy. Of these same 25, 16 (64%) indicated their move
was a planned move towards independence; but 9 (36%:)
reported difficulties in th~ home to be a major r~ason in I
their decision to move. Thks~ reasons varied, but were
mostly because they didn't get along with on_ of their
parents. One of thj;,yOUng mothers complained of ,a serious
sexual abuse experience with her stepfather. Not one of the
mt?thers indicated being kiCked out against her 'will 'due to
her pregnancy or being forced to leave. (Four of the -nine
left before they became pregnant; five after.) None of the
reported reasons were becau·se of a parental concern at
~tigma, nor anger due to the out-of-wedlC?ck prQgnancy. Only
one mother was ostracized f:rom her family\ due to l).er
pregnancy (she had left home prior to becoming pregnant and
by the time at the interview was arrivinCJ at some resolution
with her parents). This researcher was impressed at the
assistance and supporf the vast majority of the young
mothers received from their families.
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Quality of Accommodation.
Of the 25 mothers not living with their par~nts, 21
liv'¥J in,apartments (the majority were baseme~t ~partments),
3 l{;J.ed in rented townhouses, ana 1 owned her own single
dwelling home. (she was married).
Seven of the llIa:thers had moved three or more times
since their child's birth 1 seven had moved twice, seven had
moved once and ftlur were still in the same accommodation
they were in when they. arrived l;l.ome witb'their babies. The
moves were mos~ly due ~o diff1cultly in finding appropriate
accommodation. Of a list of .;easons why people may be
unsatisfied with their liv~nlJ arrangement, the' amount of
living space was cited by more than 22. 5t of(the mothers as
r unsatisfactory. The cost, location, ,bathroom facilities, and
physical condition of the premises were each' cited by 10\ of
the mothers as unsatisfactory. This interviewer wouJ.d not
jUdge any of the homes to be severely substandard, how\.ver
several were in poor physical c~nditi9n, wi thput adequate
windows for"ligh~ and air circulation, and fairly cramped ..
~The very basic amenities such as heat, water and electricity
were usually of at least minimal adequacy, Seven of the
mothers had no telephone. Of the total popUlation of 40, 13
very much wanted to move to tind a better accommodation or
location, 5 not much, and 22 n~t at all.
Economic Characteristics
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•Twenty-nine (72.5') of the respondents did not have a
high school diploma ~r its equivalent at the time of the
inte~ew and three had less than <J.I"~ eight. Five of the
moth~rs .had grade twelve or equi~al~Y diplomas. Four~ad,
.or were near completion of trade school diplomas: one i~
hairdressing, two secretarial diplomas; and one dental
assistant. One mother was a professional nurse and one other
mother was attending ~ersitY. of the 29 without a high ")
school diPl0ma~~ourwere currently working to~~rdB it. /
Another 13 indicated they hoped to return to school at a
I,ater datel 10 said they would definitely not return to
school; and 11 did not know whether they would return or
not.
Of those who definitely did not intend to return to
schabI (34.5'),.: the reasons v~riedl however, the two 'most
popular reasons were that they felt the double
responsibility of both mother and student would be too
demand~and that 'here was no one available to baby-sit
for them during the days. (Regrettably, the reasons for not
returning to s.chool were. on\)' completed ~y a portion of
those whB should have, as the question should hav~ been
,
worded tor those 'who are not attending now'; instead, it
. was worded tor those who had no tuture plans ~o attend and
salle who didn' t know about whether they planned ,to return
did not answer the question, but some did. The interviewer '\
.-- did not realize this problem until after the interviews W!itre
completed. It is possib'le that several 01' these may never
actually :ttend' and as a result the interview~ ~::d. not qet
a good 'measure of the problems preventing them. from doin~
so, either now or in the future.]
In summary, formal educational achievement is extremely • /,
low among these motlter,s when one considers that 72. 5\: do not
,
even have the equivalent of a high school diploma and there
, exists only a sl1gll.t possibility that some lligh~ improve
their situati~n, unless some affirmative action takes place.
~.
Thirty-one of the 40 respondents (77.5\) were
'unemployed at the time of the interview. Of the nine l:t
employed .(two had not act.eally started their jobs yet),' (.
eight .wer,e in jobs of the clerical, sales and service
groups', and one was a nurse. Only four of these were •
pEr.rmanent jobs; that is five were temporary (ot which at
leas~ two were government :ponsored 1'IOyment ...
opportunities). During the past year, 27 of the mothers had
r
•
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not worked. Three had worked 12 or less weeks 1 6 had worked
between ~2 and- 26 weeks; and 4 had worked between 41 to 52
weeks.
--/
The two .most popular reasons for being unemployed -...ere
the desire to remain at ho'~e and 'be a" full time mother
(~O%); and the. fact that ~Ob skills and training were not
sUf(.1.cient (201). other-'reasons were: that no jo~ "'!as "
available (12.M:); 'no baby-sitte,r ave;ilable (lOt) I and
attendance in formal education as a full-time student
(7~5i) .
Income and Spcial Assistance.
Twentyrnine of/tlf! 40 respondents or 72.5' were'
receiving Social As~&stance a,t the time of the interview.
For ?6 (65%) of these mothers, it was the~r in!U.n source of
in.come. When aSk~d. it they had receiveEOCial ASsistanc.e
'at any time since their child was born ~ said yes. Only
seven mothers have not received Social Assistance at all.
. .
Wh~Il..;~':'ked, howe:ver, if their parents \~d ever received
·social assistan~e, sot or 20 young women said. n0. It could
be argued that a completely new group of weI far~ rec.:lpients
has been created: .39. n of the mothers who had relied on
Soclal Assistance came from families who had never received·
this type of government aid.
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Three ~f the mothe~s had no incam'e~ all and both th~
and t~r child~ere depend~nt on her pa~nt3. Of those who
had an inco~e from other than ~ocial Assistance, two ol...the
l'I,\others main sour.ce of~incom~.was unemp}oyment Insurance.;/
three were' .dependent on the fathers of the,ir children;' two
i on ~~ent spouses' (pot the put~tive fathers);. on~ '!."
a student loan; and only' 'three re\ie,d on employment income
for ,their main source' of firyances (see table S).
Table 5 ./
Main Source'of Income
"
Type cf cp
~
Social Assis~ance 2. 2. 65.0 65.0
VIC 28 5.U, 70.0
Student Loan 29 i .5 72.5
. ~
Parents 32 7.5 80.0
Putative Father 35 7.5 87.5
partner .(.otl1er ,th~n P.F.,. 37 5.0 92.5
Employment Income 40 7.5 100.0
f"
, .-'.j,'
.,
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Physicai Well-Being
pre-natal Care & pelivery.
Thirty-five of the 40 mothers. visited their ~~ysicians
tim ,or more times during their" pregnancy. Three estimated
they saw thoir ptl.ysician bet....een 6 and 10 ,times, and only
two saw their physician five or less times during their
pregnancy.
Pre-natal education B)(p.eriences, ho....~ver, were
d~fferentlY distributed. Only 9 of the mothers attended"\
regu~arly; 8 at..,tendeli a few of the classes and" 23 or 57.5\
never attended any classes. The most common reasons u....hy t
not ll was because they ','just aidn' t b.other.", and that they
fe~t that the classes "wer.en' t necessary." (:IDly one mother
re.'port.ed that she was un~war~ of their existence. While the
message has been received about the ¥port8Pce of 'care from
a physician during pregnAncy, the message about the value of
pre-natal classes has not been" internalized. Most of the
mothers "felt that they were getting enough care from the~r
Physician~•
Twenty-six of th.e rnother~ 70rted t.no complications
during their pregnancy. Ten of -the young mothers had
, ,
"moderate" complications such as toxemia, high blood
pressure, bleeding, and o.n~ developed pregnant diabetes.
t .
".
Four. of the mothers had what they cla.ss1.fied as "severe"
complications: on's miscarried a twin and bled frequently
during her pregnancy: one, had an extremely difficult
pregnanay with high blood pressure"'el\d toxemia and delivered
twins in an emergency Cesarean .setion' at 27 w:ssks
;station; one hemorrhaged twicJ durin~ her pregnancy, was
constanUy toxic, and had complications with her kidneys:
and one young woman developed kidney stones, bladl;ler
infections, and was hospitalized frequently. 3
The majority of the childre~ were full term.. Thirty
five or 87.5\ of the pre~J;la~~ieB were 37 weeks or more. Two
. terms were 1;letween 34-37 weeks; two betJ,leen 28-24: apd one
at :27 weeks '(the premature twins). 4 Statistics Canada
indicates that in 1985,: 94% of Canadian b~bies were born at
37 weeks gestation or more (November, 1986).
,
accou~~~em;~~~~i:~~r~~~:~g~e~~ ~~~ym~~i~~~ ~~;~~i~:tions.
None of the respondent's charts nor. physicians were
consulted, an<;l these accounts ar~ written only as reported
by the mother. The interviewer recognizes that medical
personnel" lllay differ in their diagnosis of the above
oomplications as sev,ere, moderate or other.
"twins4~~~et~:e~u~~:~:~o;sr~~:r~~~f ~'~~s:c~~~~~ ~~~U~~~y" ~~:
i~dIe!d~~~;Yw~:~i~:~d;~e~a:B~:p~~~~d~~ffe~entiatedas
.
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Nine of the 40' babies (n.5%) were deliver~d by
Caesarian section. This may be sliqht-iy high as statistics
show that in the 1984-85 hospital fiscal year, 18.7\ ,of
Canadian births in hospitals were delivered by Caesarian
section. In Newfoundland, this number is 15.9\ (Statistics
. Canada, september, 1987b). Five babies were delivered with
the aid of f"reeps (two under general anesthesia); two
mothers had epidural anesthesia; and -two mother's had
difficult deliveries due tp the. '4mbilical cord being '<trapped
around the baby I s neck. Twenty-two or 52. st had uneventful
deliveries.
Thirty-cno (77.5%) of the mothera h~d support during
their labor. Three (7.5\) had planned 'caesar,lans and
therefore had no, labor. Only six (15\) young women went
through the ·labor prqcess alone. Of thos~, who had support,
14 (45.2%~ had their own mother-\fdth them, 9 (29\) had the ..
putative father with them, 3 (9.7%) ·had girlfriends, and 5
(16.1\) had other relatives (mostly sisters) .
Post-natal Maternal & Child Health.
Thi~tY~five or 87.5\ of the babies weighQ4.,.2500 grams
or over at their birth (approx. 5.5 Ibs.) aDd 15 or 12.5\
, '
~ were born below 2500 grams. This is higher than the general
POpu~ll.tion as hospital statistics show that 5.23\ of
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Canadian babies are born under 2500 grams and 4.93% ~t
Newfoundland babie~ weigh less .than 2500 gra~;' (statistics
Canada, september 1987b) .
. Nine (22.5%) of the children had comp'lications at birth
"requiring neonatal nurseries: three had trouble keeping food
down; two had lung and breathing problems: one experienced a
seizure almost immediately after birth; one had an unusu~lly
high temperature; one h~d. a cystic kidney removed; aJ)d the
premature twins had multiple problems requirJ..ng a six month
hospital stay.
None of the mothers had serious complications after the
delivery; five had lengthent"d ,ospital stays, however, due
~o uterine Infeptions, lnf.ected stitches, and, elevated
temperatures.
The mothers. were asked about the level of medical
dif;iculty they had in caring for their infants during the
first six ~onths. Twen~y...three of \ the mothers reported no
.unusual' problems. Three had What, they considered severe or
very sev~re problems: the twins ,required shunt operations;
one child h•• a ~ild c',.e ot Cerebr.1 Pal.y an~dw~s oolic
for about four months; and one_had .. severe coli for three
and a half months straight. Fourteen considered heir
diff'iculties to be moderate, mostly consisting oe bouts wit'h
'.' "
.....
colic, constpnt ear infections, constant co~s, sl~eping
disorders, and respira.tory~pr615rellls.
Nine mothers indicated continued problems after seven
months: the twins; the child with Cer~bral Palsy; one
developed pneumonia.: one had a hernia: one had continued
sleeping ditiicultiesi a couple with constant ear infe<!:tions
-;0 .
and one with a ben ism lump removed from her back.
Immunizations were reported as being up to date in
thirty-nine of the 40 babies, and the one that was late was
within nine weeks ot schedule.
Seventeen of the babies haa never had to be rushed to
the hospital emergency. Nineteen had gone once or twlcel
three had 3 to 4 trips; and one (the twins) werE; rushed more
than 5 tiJles to the emergency. The interviewer jUdged the
. ' .
reasons for 19 of the baby' s elllerg~ncy visit to be tai~ly
nOrJllative, but in tl;lree cases the 811lergeflcy incidents .lqht
be considered lIlod.ara~e and perhaps preventabla with more
knowledgeable care.
Contri!l.c~ption
Thirty·three or 8~. 5.\ ot the respondents were not using
any contraception' at th. time of conception. Thirty-seven of
the young women (92.5') admitted that this was an unplanned
/
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pregnancy, yet only sev~n took any steps tb prevent it. Of
those who did not want to become pregnant, au did nothing
to prevent· it,
Reasons for not using birth control varied, with the
most common reasons being that sex~al interco~rse was not
planned (n=l1); the fact that they di~ not feel that
pregnancy would actually happen to them (the IlQt.....m.§.
oo,expectati.on, 0=10); a~d that ~hey were af~aid or embarrassed
to approach their family Doctor (n"'4, ses Tabl~ 6) .
As with McDormall (1981), this interviewer discovered
that the term "birth control" was .synon~~uB with the I pill'
to most of these wome'n. When asked what method of "birth
control they were using now, many attempted to answer in
terms of what type of pill they' were using. One r~ident
repl~ed that ,She wasn't using any birth control and then
later on ,in the conversation she Bpo~e about using a condom.
When questioned about the conflicti'ng"anQ.Wers; the
respondent exPlained that she thought that I only meant the
P~ll when 1 used the term "birth control". It was also noted.
that th'ree mothers indicated that they did not use' birth
control because they were told to "take a break :from the
pilP' by their Doctor. In addition, two said- that they
/ '.
/
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Reasons For Not Using Birth Control
Reason
Didn't expect or plan to
have sexual intercourse 11
Didn't think pregnancy would happen
.to her 10
No reason: just didn't. bother
Didn't believe that {tregnancy
was a pt?ssibility for her
Embarras~ed~ afraid .to approach
Doctor ,
Didn't believe birth control was safe
Complications and/or taking a break
from the pill
Wanted to get pregnant
Didn't believe using birth' control
was Illorally right"
Other reasons (partner objected: was
planning to but got pregnant too soon;
and couldn't afford the pill)
(')
34.4
31.3
6.S
12.5
12.5 ~
9.7
9.7
9.7
6.S
... 7
·Note: ~his questionLas only applicable to the 33 woman who
were not using birth control at the time of conception. The
nUmbers do not total 33 as some gave more than one reason .
why they were not using contraception. The percentage
reflects the percentage of these. 33 who listed this as a
reason. The percentages therefore cannot be summed.
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didn't use birth control because they were "allergic" to the
pill which the author came to interpret as aide effects.
Also, the three who were embarrassed to approach their
family Doctor obviously didn't select other methocls that are
much easier to obtain and don't need a prescription. Perhaps
the campaign to promote the pill has cast aside '
4- conSld,ratlOn for othe~ methods which may be more convenient (: ..
and more conl'fortable for this age group.
Of the .seven young wom~n who Iltere using contraception
during tqa time they became pregnan.t, six were using the
'birth control pill and one wae using a londCim. onl-y one of
the pill users reported taking it alW'~$ on scheduler three ..
said they took it mostly on schedul~r arid two admitted to
using the pill irregularly. The ene who used a condom said
she used them "most of the time'~.
Current contraceptive use is much higher as 60\ or 24
of the 40 woman were using birth control at the time of the
interview. sixteen or 40' were not using any form of birth
cont;ol. Of thesQ.r 3 were currently pregnant, which leaves'
13 vulnerable for another pregnancy. Not one., however, was
planning a ,pregnancy during the next "year. 'Abortion was not
a popUlar means of managing an unwanted pregnancy; three of
the w6men indicated that;' they 'have had an abortion. with so
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few abortions being reported, no sub-analysis of possible
"
correlates (i.e. relig10n) was feasible.
The mothers were asked how llIany more children they
wanted: 21 wanted one morelS wanted two more: and. 2 wanted
three... or mora. Twelve did not want another chiId; however,
four 0:1' them already had two. The majority ~! these women
appear to have normative expectations of two children
families: the 1981 Census shows that the average number of
children per family in Newfoundland is 1. 7 (Statis~lcs
Canada I September 1997a).
Emotional We) 1-881 n9
Life Experience.
~eventeen (42.5') of the young mothers came from homes
where at least one adult was always fully employed. Fourteen.
(35') came from homes Where the main breadwinner was
seasonally or periodically employed, and nine (22.S') came
from homes of chronic unemployment. There may ~e a
overrepresentat1on 1n the stucly popUlation from unemployed
backgro\lnd~: Statistics Canada indicates that the
unel1lplOylllent rate in Newfoundland for the month of September
1;987 was 15.3. (Statistics Canada, October 1987) .
6.
The young vomen were asked to rate their parente
marital happiness. Twenty-four (60\) reported that in their
opinion. their "Parents were happily married. six (15"
indicated that their parents were Unhappily married, but
stayed together anrays. One said that her parents
periodically separated and reunited, and eight indicated
that their parents divorced. (This questi,?" was not
applicable to one respondent as her mother wa~ also an
unmarried mother and never mar:r;ied.)
The mothers were asked about parental conflicts: 3~ .
(77.5\) indicated that 'their parents had occasional verbal.
disagreements. Five (12.5\) admitted th~t tl)ey witnessf\!d
taJlily violence: two "reported periodic expressions of
physi~al violence between their parents: and three witnessed
frequent and lnt.ense physical contlicts. (This question was
not answered by three mothers as the.1r farhers lett when
they were too young to have any recollection.)
Four ot the young women (10\) reported that they were
physically abused ~s a child by a parent. Three ot them
rated the abuse "ad severe: and one rated it as moderate.
\
Interestingly, only one. of the mothers who reported violence
between her parents indicated that she too was a victim.
One young mother repor~ed that she was. sexually abused
by her step father. The abuse was progressive to the point
\
(
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of sexual intercourse occurri~q over many years. This person
left home and subsequently became pregnant.
Sources of social Support.
Twenty-one (52.5%) of the mothers had one or two family
members that they could ta~k to about their feelings; five
reported 3 or 4. members available, and five reported 5 or
more. Nine or 22.5\, h;>wever, felt that they had no
relatives that they could talk to about their feelings (see
Table 7).
Table 7
Availabil i ty of People To Turn To
.(Presented as Percentages)
'\ None 1-2 3+ Total (,
Family members to talk to
about their feelings 22.5 52.5 25.0 100.0 )
Family members to turn to
for practical help· '.5 30.0 67.5 100.0
Friends to talk to about
feelings 10.0 47.5 42.5 100.0
Friends to turn to for
practical help 17.5 35.0 47.5 100.0
People available to get
)"
together with and have fun '.5 12.5 85.0 100.0
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When asked about the number ot family lIembers they
could turn to tor practical help, (i.e. to baby-sit or run
an errand); only one mother indicated that she had no one.
Thirty per pnt or 12 mothers IndilJated one or two; 12 •
indicated 3 or 4; and 15 indicated 5 or more.
Four ot the 1Ilothers (1·0%> did not have II. friend that
they could talk to ll.bo~t their feelings. Nineteen or 47.5%
had one or two; 13 or 32.S\: had 3 or 4: and 4 or 10% had 5
or mrre friends that t}ul~an talk to about their ~eelinqs.
seve\, (17. M) did no~ have a friend that :hey.io)Jld turn to
for practical help (1IIeaning tttree mothers felt that they
could talk to someone about .their feelings but would not ask
that person to run an errand for thea). Fourteen (3S\:) had
C one or t ....o friends that they could turn to tor help; nine
had 3 or 4; and ten had 5 or more.
only one tDot.her did not have anyone. that she coul<t get
together ~ith to have fun. Five ha~ one or two people; 18
had three or four; and 16 had 5 or more.
Nineteen (47.5') of the mothers went out socially with
fr~end~ 'at least once a ~eek. Six (15') got out once every
~wo weeks; ~nd 15 (37 "'5\) got out about once every four
weeks or more. This} hign number of' ,mothers able to get out
shows the amount or support the young mother has and the
number who have baby-sitters in their t'a~i}ies.·
I
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Ten (32.3\) of the mothers 'had steady relationships
with a male. Three (9.7%> indicated that they A3.ted
frequently, nine (29%) occllsionally, and nine (29%) never
dated. (This question was not applicable to. the nine who'
lived with partners.)
Nineteen (47.5%) had friends before the birth of, theiz:
child whom they were no longer close to. The reasons varied
•from "just drifted away but unsure why" (15%); to "nothing.
in common I' (~O\); to IIjust too bUSy" (lot). onlY' two mothers
(5\) indicated that they were not close to a frlend because
of the shock at the. pregnancy and/or the decision to keep
tJ:le child and 33 (82.5%) of the women have had the
opportunity to make new friends since the birth ot their
child. This may also be "indicative of the relative weakness
of stigma in the community against these young mothers.
A list of people was show~he young ':ll0thers and
they were asked the likelihood that they would turn to each
person for advise, encouragement, undl7rstanding and support
(I.e. someone they felt really cared). Tn,eir own mother was
the most frequent person these young woman turned to for
emotional supportT followed -by a female friend; a sister;
lind the putative father (see Table 8).
Table 8
People Most Often Turned To for Emotional Support
Person Mostly Seldom' Never H/A
Mother 75.0 ~O.O 10.0 S.~
A female friend
(not a U:M.) 60.0 20.~ 20.0 0.0Siste.r 57.5 >5. 12.5 15.0
A female friend who 15
an unmarried lIlotheJ;' 50.0 12.5 32.5 5.0
Tne child's f~ther 47.5 12.5 40.0 ~oA male triend (not P.F.) 30.0 22.5 47.,5 , 0'.0Brother 27.5 . 32.5 30.5_ 0.0
Father r 27.5 . 22.5 40.0 1 0
Another relativQ 22.5 17.5 20.0 40.0
Husband- or C. L. 22.5 0.0 0.0 77.5
A Public Health Nurse 1.5 15.5 20.0 57.5
: ~~~;:;~~;:~~ 5.0 7.' 72.5 15.0
" 5.0 1.' 82.5 5.0
At' employer 0.0 2.' 20.0 77.5
A teacher 5.0 5.5 5.5 ,85.0·
Other 5.0 0.0 D.C. 95.0
Note: The category of not applicabl.e means that they do not
have that person presently in thei"r 1ife; Le. two (5\) o~
the adolescent's mothers were deceased and 57.5t (21) did
no~ have a Public Health Nurse.
to
Eighty-five percent of the adolescents could turn to
th1;ir moth~b. (75% mostly, 10\ seldom) and only 10\ r'elt ; \
that their mother was not there emotionally tor thelll.
Eighty percent had a girl trien'to turn to (60\ "-,
mostly, 20\ seldom) and 20t'never.·The young mother's siater
was also a valuable sourc~ of emotional support: 72.5~OUld
'>
,..
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t~rn to/~er and only 12.5\ said they would never. Sixty
percent felt that they could-turn to the father of their
babies for emotional support; but 40\ 'said they would ne~er.
turn to t.hese men.
, Among fhe prOfe~~ionalB, the one most llleqt~.on:~.was"a
Public Health Nurse ..~enty-three perc~nt.~7. 5\ mostly and
15.5\: seldbmj felt that they could turn to a Public Health
~urse. Although Social WO;kers were far more fre~ent in
these young woman's lives, only 12.5\ felt they would turn
.. to them. Mo~t of these woman indicated that their Social
Worker was their social assistance worker and that Uonly
money was discussed". The mothers did not see them in any
·additional helping role. Perhaps a sad commentty on the .
pUblic image of Social workers I however, "the fa~t: that 12. 5%:
"did say they could" turn 1:.0 their social worker for emotional
"support 1.~" a base to work from .
Consideration or Other Alternatives.
Seven young women indicated that they had considered
t~e: a~tern~tive ~f "abortion when ~ey .. found out they
were pre9nant. Seven also considered the" alternative ot
adopt'ion,and four considerCld placement with "a relative or
fri,end. The remaindor, as high as 33 (8.2.5%:) did not
> •
~.
;he Adglescent Father.
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consider any alternatives to keeping the1¥ child. They were
"determined to keepu right from the beginnin.9'
'-
satisfiction With The Decision To Keep.
• t
TWo (5%) of the young women admit~ed that they
some~im~~estion their decision to keep t!teir Child, (Le.
that it was the right decision) and one woman (2.5\:) said
she 'rare~! did. These responses indicate the honesty th~t
som~ of these women were able to express. Thirty-seven
(92,5%); of t~~ young mothers, however,. never cO!lsidered
that their decision to. ke~p their child may' not have been
the right one.
.....
Twenty-two (Sst) bE the adolescent mothers knew the
putative Father for mOore than one ,year before they became
pregnant. Ten (25%) knew him between 6 to 12 months, and
eight ind.icate~ they ,knew the R.F. between 1 to 6 months.
Only two of the father's wet:e not told,~of the
pregnancy. One was never told of the child.ls ,existence and.
one was told only after the child's birth. ot the 38 who'
we:t;e told, 25 (65.8%) agr~ed with the mother's decision to
carry her pregnancy to term; 2 (5.3\) did ",ot agre~', 4
•)
..
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po. 54) were ambiva'lenti and 7 (18.4\) did not express an
opinion.
TWo of ,the fathers "broke oJf" with the mothers during
the pregnancy and lost contact. T~is left 36 of the fathers
who were in contact with the mpther at the time of their
ch-ild I s birth.
Of the 36 fathers who were aware at the actual time of
the birth, 28 agreed, wfth the mother's decision to keep her
child, 5 neve~ express~d an opinion, and 3 were ambivalent.
'- Seven of the fathers presently live with their child
and his/her mother of which four are in a common-law I~
relationship and three ,are married. ~i?ht are still dating
the mothers of their child; 14 occa6ionally have qontact-·
with them; and 10 never see the c)'lild or his/her mother.
Fifto(;,n fat.hers (38.5%") aro rogularly in.~olved ....ith t.heir·
child, but 2~1 (74.4\) are still maintai~ing at least 'some
kin~ of contact (even if O~IY a letter on'ce a\onthl. Of the
, ,
fathers associatep. with this study, '25.6\ who were aware of
their child I s birth have no c.ontact at all ....ith their
children. (The one father who is una~ar~ of hischild's
existence was excluded from all of these' eiuest.!ons.).
~f those not living with their Chil1' their ~
participation in decisi;n-:riI~kiJ;l.g is mini~al, even though
they may visit. O~lY 5 of the m~thers indicated that the
, ,
'.
" '
,',
father was always involved in decisionsl"regarding his child;
6 said sometimes; and :21 said never. The most ,typical, type'
of decisions for the father to be involved in 1s th~ c,biId'e
name, and birthday and holiday ·celebrations. only six of the,
1at~ers who were not living witb tn~ir child were .inV~lved •
in any other type of chfld care decisions.
-, .....
Twelw of 32 (37.5\) of the fathers contributed
financial support or material goods on tbehal£ of their ..,
child. (This excludes the one father who is unaware. of hie
child and the seven whp are living with their child, as it
was considered 'as given that they were supporting their:,
child. If we include,these sBven, of a possible 39, 19 were
contributing to the support of their child or 4'8.7t~)
of the twelve not livi'ng with their child, seven ~~ntributed .
u~er $100 a ~onth (or its equ~lent in kind) I 4
contributed between $i.oo Ii $200 per month: and 1 contrib~ted
over $2~0 or its equivalent a month. In ·total~ 48." ot the
39 fathers aware ~~ their chi~d'S birth were making some
contribution.
Of the above 32,· (again eKciuding thE! e.ight l;ving lwith
their child, and the one unaware of hie child), only· 5 were'
unemployed: 13 were employed regularln 7. were ,JlOYBdS I:·
i~regUla.r1Yi and 7. of the .to,th~;rs were .unsure what th~,
putative fathe~'e. empl:i,e( etatue "oj' ",Anty 0' the ./
, i" : '
\. ''VI
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fathers had known ~ncome"'ret only 12 gave any financi~l aid
i? support of their child.
The mothersr-were asked to ra\:e how concerned they felt
, th~ fathers wer~ about their Ch.pd~: 19 (48.7%> were felt
~~ be very concerned; 1,0 (25.") answered somewhat
concernfi!d; and 10 (25.7%) felt that the father was not
• J •
concerned at a11 .about his child.
Identified Problems.
The mothers were shown a list of problems and asked to
indica~e how serious each of the problems had been for them
during the past six months (~ee Table 9). (As indicated
earlier, this list was obtained from Sacks at al. (I982}
study of the ~dolescent mother in Ont~:r:io.)
By far the most. se~i~us p,roblem was 9.ettlng enough
-money.to meet expenses: 'cited by 67',5' of the mothers.
Gett~~g fr~ time for themselves was listed bX 6
0
5\; and
, arguments with family; lonelinliss; finding" baby:"sittersl and
cont"inu~ng'the'~r"~c~~~l~ng presented problems for 40\ of the
mothers', These results are similar to the results obtained
. .
by sac~~, at al. (198~) 1 however, co~parison' is diffii?ult due
( to revis;ci- categories and dimensions" for measure1nent. ~sed in
, t.his stUdy (for a summa;"Y of their results, see append.ix H).
•I
/ .
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Table 9
.
prO~lem Scale /Adapted from S85kset al .. with permission.)
.:
Problems (Ranked)
Getting enough money to meet expenses
Getting free time for yourself
Arguments with your family' .
Loneliness
Flndinq baby-sitters ,
continuing your school1n9 J
Arguments with boyfriend or husbanq
ArCJUlDents regarding ct:lildrearing J
Finding work
Inadequate housing
contrplling your child 's. behavior
Your child I B behavior
Findi-ng a--c.lose male.frlend
Arguinents with friends.
providing for child I B material needs
Your child's health
opportu~ity for sexual expression
F~n~Hng' adequate daY-l;are
Your health .
.Finding a clos'e female friend
/
•
• Moderate
to serious
Problem
67.5
65.0
40.0
40.0
40.0
40.0
37.5
J7 .5
37.5
35.0
27.5
""25.0 .
22.5
20.0
20.0
20.0
17.5
10.0
7.5
5.0
"
Not a
Problem
32.5
45.0
60.0
60.0
60.0
60.0
62.5
62.5
62.5
65.0-
12.5
75.0
77.5
80.0
80.0
80.0
82.5
90.0
92.5
95.0
\
..
.J
,
.
..
, ...'!
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A problem Bcore \oI'as devised by giving a serious prpblEM
aT code ot' 3; a moderate problem a code of 2; and not '8
, . .
problem a code of 1 and computing tria sum. The theoretical
, ..
range is 20 to 60 in this study a~d the actual range is 21
to 40, with a mean of 27.65. Sacks at al. ha<;l a theoretical.,
range of 19 to 95 (they used a 5 point sCille: very ,serious,
serious, 'mode~ate, mild and not a problelll) with a actual.
range o~ 20 ~o 70 and a &:an of 34.
'.M1o.o.t.The Bradburn Scale of Psychologic;al Well-Being was
adminis~")il.d to determine whe~her these WOIllen had a negative
affect or outlook on life or a positive affect. ,The mothers
varied widely O~I this scale w~th the range b&ing from -9' to
+11. (the theoretical range is' from -15 to, +15). The sum ~f
n~gative feelings is subtracted from the sum of the po~itive
feeiings to determine the inqividual's affect. ~ith the
group in this 'study, the rlIean result was +1.175, on the'
positive side, but fairly ~at. Sacks et al. (1982) also ..
,. '.
used-this scale to obtain a mean of +3.98; ~ignificantly
higher than the group in this study (p < .05) .. Sacks et al.
, interpre\ed the~r result tj indicate that thEiee women had a,
fairly pos;~ive outlook on life. ~his salllJ?le is not quite so
"joyful", but at least they are on the positive I'lide •
.
',,,.
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,Thirteen or 32.5\ had, however" a negative. score. (In Sacks
at al. only lOt had .a. negative score.)
Self Concept.
, .
The Tennessee Self Concept Scale 'was also used in this
study. This is a 'self-admi~istered test that took about 15
minutes for these'young women to complete. One of the
~~nc1.en~s is blind, and 'with ,her permission, the
researche'r read the questions.,to her and she responded
verb!'lly. Her score did not" differ significantly from the
rest of the respondents and w~s very clos~ to ~he population
norms, and is therefore included in the analysis.
The "total positive score" ls.".a summatl,on .of 9 separate
scores and is considered the single most importa~e.asure
of a person's self concept (Fitts, 1965). 'The popUlation /
. . ,
mean is 345.57,while the mean for this study sample was
332.35; a 13 point ditference was observed" however the
difference was not found to be statistically significant.
Ch i ld Care ~rranqements
Thirty-five (87.5%) of"th~ mothers had primary
responsibility for th~ care "Of their, ~9i1d; As preVtOU~lY •
mentioned, "two .o~ the childreh were being wholly cared for
l:Iy.. their grandmother, and three, of the mothers indioated
..
./
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that they shared responsibi~ity for the care of the child
with their moth8
q
r (meaning that the grandmother spent a .lot
of time with the routine care of the child). One or these
moth.ers indicated "that the child called his grandmother
'mother', and referred to her by her first name. This
appeared to be the exception, however, as the vast majority
assumed sole responsibility for thei-r child (87.5%). The
amount oft help and support rec.eived by their families,
however I was actually considerable. Even when the,.-mother did
I
not live with her family, she was usually livinq very close
by and was still very much a part of her family of origin1s
daily lives.
For those who required day-care, which is 15 of the 40,
(o~ly those employed 'or going to school full time), 7 used .
1ei~ o....n mother, 4 US~d another relative (U5P.~llY a
sister), 2 used a private baby-sitter, 1 used a friend, and /'
(
.1 used the putative father. Elev!'!n of 15 (73.3%) relied on
. relatives for their day-care, and all of them .....re at least.
. lIsatisfied" with this arra~gement. It is difficult to .
'determine, however, hoW" many of the rem!ining 25, mothers
,t. • \.
, ,....OUld be employed or attencj.ing school if t~ey had a .l ::~:~~~~:,:~::1:::; ~~::::':::=
-/
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indicated that they couldn't find a job and 25.8% indicated
that th"ir' job skills were lacking. Presumably, if the.e:B
young wo:nen obtain j cbs or enter training schools, day care
will then become an issue'.
Baby-sitting for evenings and outings (as opposed to
daily' child care), however, was an immediate -problem for
39.5\ of these mothers. When asked if they had difficulties
f~ndinq baby-sitters, 21.1% replied often ,and 18.4\ x:eplied
sometimes, for a c~mbined total of 39.5% (the term "rarely"
was used in the survey; however, most mothers felt
"sometimes" was a more appropriate term.) 51 This result ~s
consistent with a similar item .in the problem scale: 40%
:aid finding baby-.sitters was a moderate to serious problem
for them.
Of those' who did not have a problem with baby-sitters,
almost all indicated that' their ·mother and/or family
baby-sat for them whenever they wan~ed. \
A general ,,~estion was <Ioil.ske~ about ...,h~ther the mot~ers
fel t that .lack ot child car,e arrangements (meant to be both
day-care and casual baby-sitt~ng arrangements) prevented
5The investigator therefore ,carne to interpret the.
middle value as "sometimes ll • '.
"them froDl doi~g anything I 18 of the women felt that they
, ,
qid: 7 felt that they were prevented from finHlhing school:
~ 5 felt that they were prevented f-ro.m finish!:n; work: 14 felt
that they were prevented from socializing; (an"d 13 from
having private personal time (some respondents indicated'
more than one. area: hence the total does not add up to 18).
As noted previously, the higher figures are assrciated with
baby-s,itting arrangements in the evening rather than
day-care, !ndicating that this was a more immedfate problem
for these mothers.
,Advice and Comments
At the end of the in~ervieW', the adolescents were asked·
to rate their overall experience as a mother. Thirty-one
(77.5%) said that they felt that their experience of
motherhood was Uvery rewarding tl and 9 (22.5%) felt that it
was "rewarding"" Their advice to adolescents who find
themselves pregnant is not 60 optimistic, however: while "10
of the mothers would a?vise the teens to definitely keep
thBir cbild; three warned the teens to at least strongly
consider adoption as an alternative; 11 of the mothers
warned that they should not at::tempt to raise the Ch~ld
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themseives and that they really needed Bupportl and 14 of
~he mothers gave .other qualified caut,ions, examples of which·
""ue listed in Table 10.
Table 10
Examples of 'Other' Advice to Pregnant Tlilenagers
1. "Keep your child as long as you are willing to give your
child everything, otherwise don't bother. I 'sse young
mothers that are so immature and it worries me.'!
2. "Make sure you really want a child 'be-fo'l-e you go ahead
and have, it, o~herwise yOU'll take your spite out on
him."
3. "Try to get your life together first. Know what you ar!!!
getting into. It's tough."
4. ~'~~~~~~ got to give up your life to tt,ave a baby. I~IB
5. "Don't get pregnant unless you really want a child. Be
careful when thinkinq about your decisions."
6. "Don't get pregnant a second timel One is enoughl"
, \
7. "Don't ~i anyone pressure you, make your v'~n decision.'1
s. "Stay in school if at all possible. 1I
9. "Depends. on the girl: some can. handle it: some .can't. II
10. "If your're between the ages of 14 & 17, you should
either have an abortion or give it up for adoption,
otherwise it'll be a baby raising a baby and thatl,s not
right. II
11. "It'~ a lot of responsibility. You'd better be
prepared. n
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Following are some examples of advice from mothers
indicati~~~e need for support:
"There is a lot of 'work to raising children. Ha'iing
support. really he:-1ps."
"It's hard, especially if you don'.t have your boyfriend
-) for support."
"You need support, a good financial situation, and
baby':'sittel·s to haye a baby."
,
"If your parents are there for you, go for .it. If you
don't have help however, it will be very difficult."
"Don't try to l.lve on your own. Make sl.tra your parents
. ...
are there for rOll if you are going to keep."
"It qepends on your home situation; ,if you have a
supportive l';ltuation"it.g okay."
"You're b·",tter off to stay with your parents if you get
along w1th them."
Examples of advice from those recommending a strong
consideration for adoption:
"If I had to go through it again, I l1on't think I would
have kept her bt,~aus(j there is so much' else I could
have done with my l.ife."
"If you want to go to school ,or make something out of
your life, you might as well give it up for adoption"
",/.
'.
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Thf advice demonstrates the m,,::ur~ty of the group as well as
the honesty and directness of some. Following a;8 SO.l!'8 of
the' positive cOp!ents:
"It (~~ngle motherhood] has made me a~ronger persor.
because I only had myself to .rely on. ave no regrets
'. .
whatsoever. "
"Don't give up. You can do it on your Own if ~ really
. try."
"It's a good experience, b.ut you have to go through
~ some tough stage~."
"It's tough, but' if you put yo~ mind to it, it'·s worth
it."
others continued their words of caution in the comments
section:
"If you are under the age of 18, try to get your life
. .
together before you take on someone else's."
"I don't regret having my daughter, but if I had to do
it again knowing what I know now, L'd have her at a
later age."
This last comment, in the author's opinion, sums .~p the
feeIings of most of the young mothers in this study: that'''"
they wouldn't give. their'. child up for anything because they
-:.:' .. \ .
~' I ~ ,'~, •
have really grown to love the_lIll b:ut, it the clocks could be
t14~n~d '-baCk, "th'~? WOUld-h~V~;~l~~~d,th~ ti~';n~Ce" ~t~ih
" a few years until their ?wn Iife",was 'more ie~tl~d. ,Many
I", the~:ne\t,er ,r~alized both.hOW rewa~~i~~ and d~Ill~I)din~.. ::.-.-'.. Illotherhood could 'be~' , .' ~. . .. .
" '.,
l\~sQCia~ions ,Between Variables
. _ Inferential' statistics were."used ·t'o.' exPlore the ~'.
~elation~hips betwejn~l::~rtaln"vari~b'i.es..~eca~se "'of 'the
i'- .p~ese~ce of.. o.rdiri~,~ ~~t~, .Fh~ M~nn-WhI~ri~y".u "t,e~~ t,~s::~~ed '
.t~, ~o\Pare, ,~,nks,~' ,7'~~~..n~~,~~~ai.e~~¥ ,:.tQ;::,i.,~"~,s,~.~c~ai;(",, -,--.- 'en
useful b~caud 'of ,the. ~man sample size,: ahd"the)IlOd~ratelY ,
s.ke~ed 'disfributi~nB' 'No,~i~; ~Sll};)'. . '.
. The ~~i~s~?lre ~~~ I~as UB~, ~omp~~e 'ob~erved:
fre,quenci~s with expe~ted ~;~;~~.. to d~t:ermine It, ~he
differe~ces were·'due to,',Cha,n~e o,r ~ot. The Ch,i-'square tes_'t;
wa~ used' 'rIh,en nominal da\a e~st~d (BY~kit, 19,'72),._6 \
.. --------, \ ' " ,I 'R,e~i.l.ltB _~how t~t t~~' proplem score .was 'nC?t
"-.... significant.lY r~1a'te~ (p' <, .'06)
--'---~-~"7,-;-~ _.
6Much app~e'~;adon" and' thank~' .-g08S ,~o Sharon ~'ill~r to~
her 8'(p~~tise,with the~ progra~, her statistical
kno~l~dqe, ~nd ,her' he~pfUl c0.!:Sultation .....
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signilficanqe was p.pp{OaC,hed: the mean" rank for 4,_th~ single
mothers was 22.05 and for tholiB with partners. it was 15.17.
A significant ~elation'Ship may );:Ie established in' a more.
/.
.,
./:
.".
significance difference\ '
cont;r0lled stUdy arid should be e~pl-!?red in future studies. :
Neither1:lfe s.elf ~'cePt sc&re".~or th~~affect 'Score (:he
::::::.~:yp::::::~g::::u:e::-:;i:::i:::: ..~:::::::::~: .. ..~ ..
.) '." -...... ,;.',
. _~.~eF~ .was _~~~t: a significant d~ffere~c,.e ~e~w~en those . -~
who·rived ,with pare.nts or pa;rtners and ~ho~e li;,in~ alone in .
:r;egar4s to .their" problem score, or t~Ed~. -at.feet score. "rhere - -
was~~~iq!,!~f;;'an~ diffe~ence\...tp ,< "~Bt~.e~~· the se:if
~oncep<:~~~~e~'~o~~th;~e livin~ w'~t~ th~'ir, par~n~s ~~ \; "
. " ..:. .' .. I ~''-.,.' ....', .
~a~t~~r~. as ....~pp~s,ed to:~~e: liy_i~.g .. alone"at t~e, time' o~ t~e;.
_ interv~ew: ",17 ~.;'4 'Is. 24. 34~~i'tiallYiit app:ears .that those'
, l'iv!ng' alone h8:~\..siqnif4.cantlilligh.er ~elf -'concept s~ores
then·thO~~ livin; ~fth eith~r their~nt. or partner.,
howe~eF' when we co~pare .u~e mea,n r,anks ,'of -~ti"o~:~ eit~er
,~common-1aw or le'gallY' m.;rrJ.ed, v~U':~.us th~se, Bin~le, the
:m_arried respondents' 'haye 8, ~i9he'r self ~~ncep; :mean rank
than t~oS~hO' ar-e, 's.~hq1e: 19.82 vs. 22.83... TherefC?::e,
fu:.:ther .analysis was: done' to jetermi~e if· there is a·
, - .' "
"significant, differ.ence,.betwe~n t-l)ose' living- with parents and
, ---tliose.' Uvinq With,',~artn-~rs,. Th~ 'resul.~s· ~~ow t~at' there is s, ~
those li~ing with .partner~, hav~' a siqnific~ntiy hi9h~~ ,salf,
con.capt m~an r~nk than. those livi~g with·paren~S:,1~;12.as:.
·.:ppose4.to 12:03., ~.t' appear~·t~en, in ,the tina,l.'anaiys.r
, that those who .ai'e sJ::ill.living with thei;r parents have
lowe~ ~1f conc~Pt' score's tha~' tho~e liV~~9_ i~de.PliJn~ently or_ .
those li":'inq with a pa'rtner.
/" The problem ,B.core, tlie. ·lffect· scor'e, and.,;!le salt·
'concept',score were not significantly'associated 'with·"the
.. , '.,. . , '.'.' ""lIIot~~r ~.~ eX~~~~ie~ce' of su~p~r\du~~n9'~a~~r~ L.~k8W~," ~o.i1e. "
of these scores were ,signif~<;:antly.associated with the
lII~thet:.!:S ~;er1~n~~'6~-"a ',b~~~en'-h~!,e, ve,~~us:bdng, ,~~i~~,d' by,
two,pa're':lts. ,In additfon, teo cont:1ept score w~s no.t:
~i9~i(icaritlY ihfiu~~C?e-ci-:b~ '~he~ ~other's 'r~~ing:Of h~~"
pi~ent I s marlta~ happinel:!s; ·nor ~he1r' level ot< corifii~t.
. . .. '. ,
The prC;;blem score and the affect score w.ere·;n~.t,.
associated' wi.-th t~e mother's feel.~~9s that', they had
. • z::elatives to t~r~ ~o fo~ em~~ion«t-support. The self :ooncept,~
!_. sco~, ho~ever, were sig~i'f±cantly'different (p <' ;05):
those mothers,- who' did not report any ,relatives available.:to...
turn to' for e~,~tional s~pp~t ~'ad Sig,fl.ifi;t~~ lo~,er~sel~' .
co~~ept ,/coreB,.·than: ·lthose who. ind~cated,' th.at they had .
relative.s to' turon to for .emotlona'l':Bupport~ Interestingly,
the pre~'~~ce of relative's':to 't'br~' 1:0' 'for 'e1Dotlon~1 8.U~POrt·
'-==:;'
...... : '
.,
,
;
,
:....Even· those ,WhO did ~ot actually. live Wi~ :their ~parent's
8till.rece~vadvaluabie ei!l.otionaJ ·8UPp~rt troll ~8lD:-'
. The (ltrect scors. and the 'sslt c nce/t score .w~u::;e--not..
.. - ... \ .
signitica~tlY ~elate~ to. ~~ ,moth.:;r:i,dating ~ctivi1;ie.s.·
The selt cqncept sco'r.e is,::howevflr,_ signH~cantlY .
. assol;:ia~ed (p < ~05) with their educalion level.-Tho·se
~~~~rs.~hO h~~ a,h~gh .SChOOl.di~~oJna·I~~h~\gh~r· h~d'·· ..
, Siqn~ti.~antl~ ~~t;l:her s,,~f .,conr;~P7 B~~1es ~h\n ~ose ~}.~hout .
a h~qh ·school diploma or its; equi:"'-alent.:'. ", "
.: .• ~elf conc~Pt: ~~~. ~Qt: inflU"e1)Ce~ *i" whet~er ·.tJie'~6the~s
came ~rom.tamille'~ ~a.-t'·~eiied.on l!lc:d~l a~S:i~tance, n?r· '.i"
whet;h~,r ~he mo~er~ were prEi~ently receiving ~oc1al..
assistance. Howev!"r, the attect 'scor~~\?'f thos~ -r~c~i~i~'
, soc1ai aeriBtan"'c~'were s·!gniticantlY· lower (P: <: ~ 05,J than·
.... . those .'not rec~i~ing soci~l a~sistan~e. .. \ '... . ..
: ·1-'· \(.. '-.r- The atte:t Bcores were n~t signitic~:tl.y·i::afhfenped by
.the_ di~ticulty: in getting sitters, nor by:whether the
.~th.ers· wer~ 'employed 6r not..The s~lt 'cpJ}~ePt '!Icores were
.' not significantly i~!lUenced bY'those who, were employed or
'. '1':.,-~'O~, ~o~ by -a li~e e~e~ienc~·-which i~tlUd.~d coming· tr~~ .
'.' ;amili~·s .~~ere uneniPl~~ent'w~~ ,a~~~'41em.: . .. :..
.Rel1g1~us. pnterence was not a's~ociated witJ::!. I
, ..... ,. 'L
ctit::(,ete'rices in tile use of ~~n_trace~~~on.
i· ..
, .
·;\.
Li.v)'i1g with parents was not significantly associ~t,ed
with hot,,, ~~~quent the ~others were..af.Ie . to q~t·· ~ut' to.
. socililf'ae. ' r "l~ , ..
A ~ignif~~nt' ?or.rel~tlon· ~as~nd. betwe.~ p;o~~em
.score and. a9~, nor b.etween probi'em sC9re- and ~ffec~'sC,ore.
It should p~. nO-ted that ~~ltho~qh theywe:t:~'not
signi~icant, 'many' of the 'Stai:fstical 'tests ~n.dic.ated
"o .
..
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than- ~hose ~~o did~not.~ difficulties:, 17 ~opposed
" .' ~ I • . ~ .... ~l .' .•1
to. 20..52: .And thos!,!: who had no 'relatives ~o ~urn to tor
emotional, support had a higher problem. score" m~an ran.k than ,
those who ,could turn to relatives '!pr emotional 'Buppor~.:
23.78" as opposed to ~9 •.55. ~ larg~r samp~~ siz:'.and a more:
controlled .!5'tuC3:y ~ay conflr11l' significant relat'ionShip~ .among
these var~ab.l~B.. ~ ,
.~. ~~expe~~ed. re.suit r .~~i~,e' not :statistica.llY
significant. was "that' those"who lndicated.'that- they n:avs.:
.; ,
putat~ve .father 'and had to .~<'~bl!.'h·,.-i-.•:t';ti.,';'''IO'1p'-wj:e;,-~-'-c-i'
a new lllale frien'd. :',
ThU st~dY;S lllean on the a'Uect Ua,l~nce.s~or.r:s.f'~und
. t~ '~e 'signifi~antlY dift8re~t (p <:' .'O.S) th~~.. ·S:qks/ et '~l. 'IS
m~an ~19,82>..:~The llleims: 0f +3'.'98;. ·(ri.'- 5,0; ..sack;·et 'aLl ~nd
+l-.17s"c"n "" '40; this s-tUdy) are ~tat;sticaliY 'dif~'~ren~:;
'~is' -stUdy's rnean on" th~ ..selt concept 'test, '332;35-,.' is'
not' s!g~HicantlY'diiferent frolll thf!.t population mean of
. ',' -." : -. ."
dat.sd-, had a ,higher s;lf, conCept mean rani th~n, ~hose who
'. ~ did:. 1~~'5~ as 'o~po.~ed .to14.55.-<~ review Of.th~·~a~tu.ai 9
. c;ase~,~howe:ver, '~H"es th~' imp:.:~·~sion ,t~~t:these' wo~~,n"did "
no.t:'disa.ik~ma,.les~-··nor W'e~~ ~hey turned: otf' by "t~err
"I-
'.it." .t, ~;. '. .
cent.rality,. one would expect 20 ot the .a).her's scores in
th~~ stUdy ~o ~ai'l 'aboV~ the population' norm, a~~ 20·.to ~ail
b~l':W. ~at is a~~Ual~Y the"case, hoWeV~r,"is that ;~·..,.core~ '\' ,,' .~~
, tali ".'0" the l!:.n '~nd J.~ .tall 'above the me':n. ":,ii~~•.. '',' . r, :·,')1
- J:can't concl~ tlat these Oi:lB~rv8d difiarenees are _ 7 1\'~:
....:; ~~~~ifi~ant. thi~ would be som,~thi~9' t,O .1~or~,' i,n ,~ mor~ ',' .:~
. . controlled and' larger- 8Itudy. '. . ". ~.~
'. . In ,summary ~ . tti~ S'I:' concept s6pre w~ 8~~~~ic~nity' <~1
~:::::;:::h~:h:r'::l n::~h:i::::.:~r:::·:::':~i:::;·::t:::;n:o' !)i
~~~ ~.9tio~al 8UP~O~t;. ~h~_",~~.··ae8~Clie~ .~,t.·th~.th~ir. . i:-~?
" \"t
j /11';<
, ·.._i~
r "t~~
\
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:.'~.
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<V~
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Chapter 5
~
'k..
In thil3,,'!~~~; the unmarrie~ adol~~cent mother can be
described o~-.l'.t1umber 'of slimensions. 7 The ,adolescent mother
in s~~· John~~'is o~ .a';e;a~e~~7 years ~-id .at, h~r' .fir~t J"'~­
child IS;' bi£th. ;~ the a~e. ~'f 19, most a~e'still UnIla~:ded;
.'. ',' ...:•... - , .. " ."., .. ' . ".
the~.fe.w t~at' did- ,~arry o~ten. ~a~ried ~hJ putative fatheF: ...In ;
Ne.;fou-;dland, these- moth~rs- are Protestant Or. catholic",' with. . ' .
•,'. ..". II!. -F - .'.'
,the majority being the latter. It'could be argued' that ,this
,.> ,,' . .
../overrep~~s'en·ta~ion of Cat~ol~o:Sr,.!\l~Y b8,'i~dlbati~o. ~t their
Church IS· Bta~~ on ab;9rtion.· MacDonnell {HBI) "al'so found a
gio..ea·t~r ca~h'Qiic'':'representati'on in' ~~r Noya S.9~}~_~alDPle
., ~ ,
ll. Profile of the Unmarried
---------Adolescent Moth~~ 10 st. John's
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and felt that probab1ly few~r abortions mea'nt more
pre~anCies a~~ brciJght ~o term in' th'l~ ~eiigl0~S' ,',-,'dei'lomin~tion. Just Jv~r halt ~t' :the. 1!lothers ~eport re;ig:totf '.~J ~
as being ~t least ilportant in 'the;r live~ 'with the .
.. 'j .. - - - "-.•.
remaining. re~ort~ngl tha~ reli.g~~n i~~, no~...i~po~ant. _ .
. The unm\,ried idOlescent mother in S'~,~, iT0hn's is "
caucasi~n and \was usually b~%'{l 4n the. Oit;"; Three-qulirte"i;a-
ofrt~em were"'~~iseJ bY' two',p_~ren~s .un~il the .809;" .?1;'.1~, .. ~ .
h~v.ver, tort.Y.\erJee~~' elq,.rienCe~~ilYbre.ekupe by. the.
enl:l,. of- .their te~~age years. .: .). .
:' Tho livi••·~\J.nge~erita .of the";"'arriad, adri'ea~ent'
·.:{~e:;.. ~:rS;~m:::l: :::~::~t::P:::~~::::.~::::::t~:d liv~ ,
. ...; 1\ . •.~ne-fift. currenhr ;~~ve .,with, spouses. T~e '~.ajOrity. of those
who' lea,va ome do so Ibecause of a planned' move' towarda " • .;~
"ind,pandan;;',,' Nod \~\'thia'atudY' oo~ld b''''deaorib~d aa .")1
· bei'ng fc:'rced- ~-le,,:ve. ~~~ause of anger,.o~ Bt1g1ll~ due to -the '?
'out-of-wedlock pre 'nanc~,~ ,These adolescent'mothers moatly. . ..•..•.:•••'.,~.~,.
,live, in ,baS6'lnen~ a1:tmerl~\~'a~~l h~~!, uBuall~ moved-·at least,:
once ':'~.thj.~ a. !Bar ,to fin~\~~ppr_o'p~i:at.e a·c~0nu:.~~~ns;.some" ~,.·_f~.".~••.'~.,.~•
• htl:B ~oV,ed a~ m~~y .a,s t~ree\ times ~n ei~h't:~en mo~hs ... The ...:;
'amount. Of .. apae.a; ,t,. e c.ost, th~, ..,.O.oat.ion,'Ythe ba~hroom 'ill
, . ' \ \. /'. "1
·"faCillt.les,' and thT PhY:Slcal, ~ori~ltlons of·- t?e p.remlses. ar~•• ~)!
,unsatisfactory to one' in ten of these Illo~hers. . -15:
. h . . .
'i .,
~'.".,:?
.. "'..../.,,;::.:",,.• ,,~ t.' • .',;:t,.,~·.. \.:.; :~~.~ ,... ;,~:~:;';':. ::t;.X:.;~,~,_; !,.-!:<..~,;.~;,:~:).,~:.'i':'~~\',\; ,~';.,:';:>·;\ri :~";.;\,,,,, diC'
I
...
. • /l\' / ,", "
-Almo~iree-qua~tr§, ot th'~ mothers do not have ~,,~'gh
S~hO~l ~i?lOma tr i~s. e~l~nt,~..onlY' a ye,"',' smal~ m~;ljr.ity
,arel1currently trying to· co?:~ect this;' the .t:l:.ouble ,"
responsibility of both mother and" student a~d the"'l;ck of'
" '"'". . i ",
daily baby-~itters'prevent <them f~om·continuing. A review of
. . . .' ,.....--...,
~~O~,elS ~t ll.,~. IS; data (1979) & ~.a:&d & Wire!S "data (197~~,
illustrates t;hat t~is i,9 m.ore than a temporary setback to'
t.he~r: education; most ~~lL nevei Obta:t~/~heir high schoo.1
· diploma•.
'- . '1'~e majority ~f ~e' ino~hers" ar~ U~~~Pl~yed•. Those: few
• , , ,: ~ lor •
. . ~hat are. empiOyed:~"re often in, temporary jObiili. .th~
· , , ,'" "" ," . '.~lerical.,·sales and -senlice, groups.•. The desire t'? remain
,tloms".with ,their. children ac'count~ f~r' oils- as~~~i of .. ,
u~empi~ymen:; '~e .lack of sUffici~n~ job skU.ls and training
is tM'main reason given fo~--unemployment·problems.
Almost three-qua~~rs'~f' 'the 1ll01;,Pers' depend on SocIal ~
. -'w~.
A~sis.tance as a source of income. More tJl.an Eiiqhty. per cent
', ';'-
havQ collect.e~ this assi~tance for at ~east s~me time since
th.eir child was born. one must consider also that one-half
.had. a.'his"t~~-~f ~~h: ~a~~=i_~~~~ing'Social ~sSi~t_~~ce.
· o~!.Y·a V:'sry small minori:y 're~y 0t t~eir oWfl emplb~ent ~
lnc0!lle.
The majority" of t'he 1lI0th~rs obtained f;-equsnt' ~edica,l .
fro'ql t~eir phys~ians during their' pregnancy but on·~y. a
>;,';
.7
( .
",,' min~lty attended pre-nata!, ,d~cation hasses~ Mll..ny di.~nlt
believe ~~e class,as w~re really ~ec~sB~;,~nd. many, express:d
. that "they couldn't be bothered to attend", One ~n ten hac:I
~hat they would ciassify a~ severe comwications o~._
pregnapcy and approximatat'y one in fOU~ ,had mOder~~e
'Complications.
These adolescent mothers are mor9 likely,. to a s~1-1
degree,' t~. have a. pr~~ature~,abY- than th~ ~ehe;,al POPll~.llti..on
, Of.•wonie~ Wh~ give .tr~)~'" It .~h~Uld' be, rec.o<;f~iZ~~, ho~eve~;
, ·-th~t the ·major.tty cit thei~ babies are_born _a~· term..
.. In<~ddition, th:l."ol~scsntmothsr· i~ ~ore ·liJiely to have .~ ..b~:_~{l,t:W~i9Z'~ess than 2500 gL'am6:than in the-.gan~ra~l
_. POPUla~on ..Of mothers who 9i~d .~iri~._ Once I.\g l1,1n,. though,
'.' the majorit still ~~~'gh 2~O.O g:t;'ams or ~01! at bi.rth.~
The .,ciolescen~ mo~er is also more likely. th~n the '.
I., ' . >
general 'poP~lation of women who c;rive birth to deliver-by
Caesar I.n S:d~iO~; on~ i"-l'ive mothers in ~his study h~
. , ,\
th~S operatiQ,[l; Of those who delivered ",naturally~', the
aThe rea~er is advised that premat.urityls often
defined"1n .the Ht.e~tu:t'e as al. combin;ltion ot the number ot
weeks of completed gestation' and .the ,baby's- blrthwelght-. A
~:~~e,~gd~~ :~~o1.~r:::k;si~o~~;~e~~~8r~:~:~~~:~:t~~:: -:~~~a@:~
37 weeks or more, 'they are not considered premature unless
their birth weight is under 2500 grams (Laue'rsen, 1~83).
-,
,
.;,,,
•majority received' support ~rom their :mother~he putative
~fa,ther ~r ,a sister during the labo~ and delivery.
__ Most of ,the babies are heal thy at birth and continue to
be ero. The unmarried adolescent- mother is.-..C~t1ou~,
about her ch~ld I s, immunizatiop schedule but a few mai b~
~
prone to, hospital emergency. visits that would be perhaps
prevt!ntable with more knowledgljable or careful care;
The vast ml)jority of'these pregnanchs ,were unplanned~
Four o~t of five, 'howeve~, did' not use an~ fO~ ofof(/' ,
;on/c:Ption. Most, of the ,mothere didn't 'expec: to have
S.ixua1 J,nterccurse or didn't think pr,egnancy would actu8:l1y
happen to thelll. The, majority' of the Illotl).e~s'-thin)c the term
'birth- cc;>ntrol ' is synonymous with the 'pill' and ,they ,~,~el~ UB~ any other m~thod of ~ontrace~tion'. only three out
~ of fiv!", oUrre~tlY use contraception which le~ves many
vUlnerable. for another pregnancy, given that the ~ajority
ha~e mine friends. The majority of adolescent' mothers 'in st:
John'..s want only ·one more' chf!-d; however ~lmostl ?ne' in . five
Q~ are' currently pregnant again or- a,lready have, had another ...
child~
'"'I. ' ... , /~- \ .'_
One in five of the mothers come :from. homes of chronic
i • ,
,unemploYll!ent; however, the major,ity feel that thei: parents
"wet'e happ~lY married and only a minority :r;eport' expressions
of' Phy~al violenc.~ between the~r parents. Ten per cent of '?
. \
.0
th!3 moth,8lJ1 were' pliysically a~used as a. chi1d.'an~ only ~ne
-in forty -aCknOWle~ed'having ~xPerienced 'ss)CUal' ab?Se.
Three quartsI:s ot the mothers. fee.l tha.t they have, at
least one relat;ive to t!!.lk t? about· thJ!lir teelin~s ,,-nd.' .
aim-ost all have relatives that _t~~y can' tur)l ,t~ for
.practica'l' ~elp. The" feeling 'of havi~g rel~~'iv~s avaiL~~e t?",
turn'to for emotional support "is not d.spendent on liVing
arran(jement. The'" majority ~~ t~e m:thers :als~ ~~ve,'f~;en~
, . - .~ ' . ~..
a'vailable to turn -to for emotional ~upport and fo"r ;rac~ical'~~
h·e~p. 'Ne~~lY half of the mot.her's 'ar.a able :~~:-~et' ~,:' .
;>:"'" •
soc:ially at le~st,D,nce a week" :-. .m~s~lY due to· the
availabi.l.ity of rel"~t:i:;es,to' ba:bY-S~t.
, only one in, twenty of "these mothers had friends. prl'or-,..
'to their child's' birth wtio.m they were no 'longer close to due
t'1 their/but-of-wedl~Ckpregn~nCi~•• Ruely' ~o .~; of ';;'e.~.
--mothers express any st~gma due tq their Bta~us as an: - .....
un~arried adol,,:scent mO,ther!. ~re~':'qu~rters ~f them have "
steady relationships 'with ll!.a~etJ, or 'date occasi~~a~lY. .....
T~e person. ~hat these m~thers most ~fte~'t1.ir~':ttf~r.
'emotional support is their ~wn·.m~ot:her; follOW(ld by a' fe]ll8le
\ ' . " ," - ~ . '. .'
friend who in not an umnarried mother.i a 'sister; ~ female
friend who is an un!Darried mothe~ and the p1:1tative. fa:t~er,'
Prof.eSs!onal ~eople ar~ at t'he bottom ~f ~lfe list: ~or'.th~s~'
wom~n to turn to, but the. 1ll0~t-fre~ent.lY... menti:bn,8d is a.
:.,\
•
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~ubl!c' health nurse witb ~he social worker being the ~econd
chQic~.
Host 'ot: these woltt.en made ~he decision to keep :heir
child right at the beginning of their 'pregnancy, and few
~onsidered other' a.lte~ves.
More than hait of th"e mothers knew the putat1.ve 'father
for at' Least a year prior to bBc:Cming. px:eqhant. Just over
'Ol).e, "third ~~ still 'romantically invo~ved with t~~ putat,ive
. '. .. .', .
father'~, Three-quarters. of the, fathers hi!l.~e i!,t least scme.
c,ont;act Wi~h:their chil~ren, ,even if only in the~!orDl of a
~etter C?nce,"a J1lonth •. Few, fathers are- involv~d in decisioZ1s"
r~9'a;ding'.~eir 'child I s ca~E!. ~pproxlmatelY hali.. or the
. 'fa~he~s. c?ntrl.b}.1t~ at:'le~B:t. some.... ftriancial~'or 'ma,teri~l help
In'. kind, on behal~ of 'the~r chiUl. Given the lack of 'precise
in:fk)~ation,on thE!' ~ath.er.·s' income"" it, is difficult to
comment on the signi:Ucance of this nuinber. Almpst half of
~he ,mothe:s fe~ t t;~at t?8 fathe~s ~re ,very: conc:er"n~d about
their child~e.n' ari,d. ,~nlY 6ne quarter feel that 'the 'fathers'
ate 'not con~e~ned ab~~t. their child.
Problems d~ exist for' m,any of these mother~.' ,both -in
ternl,s O,f. practic,al problems:. mO,ney, ~aby-Sitters, .&
scho~~lng', and emotional ~rob~lDms: arqUmen~s an.d conflict,
relationshiP~,'& lo~elines·s., By far th~ 'most. serious'
problems are perceived as getting enC?ugh money. to meet
expenses and finding free time f~ thems.elves.
The unmarri:,d adolescent,blother in~. John's has a
fairly flat. affect a.nd related outlook on life. Also, -the
affect ,scores arEJ s~gnificantly lower among those who rely
on social.. ~ssistance for their income. -:-
The adoll)!scent mother also has a marginal saif concept' .'
Srio.rms. ?he. self, " _,'
. wj,th no crelatJ."ves. to-turn· to fot' e,motional, sUPPol:tl',those
_~-,-'-__~''''dlt;'ho:~~_ChO~iP~~~~i~l~n~.'~'Ii~~.all:~n~~:'"
th0!3e 'who are sti~l 1iv·~ng."with th6ir ~a.rents>Thislatt:elf
grou~ m~Y'have. had l,~wer self concepts than ~~e. reljlt :Of ~he
'group to 'begin with and th~refore may be less likely 'to
'I - ."
• 8!itablish a residence of their own. ~~rhap's, however,. their. ..
'low se;,f con~ept iJJ ,8 ~res~lt of haviri~ to re~y so lDuc~'~m
their parents' for help; feelings about not being able to
make th'e gr'ad:'""on their own. ~his should 'be ,expI~red
further. ,
, The majorit!".df.the mothers hav~ primary res~'ons!~ility ,
for the "routine care 'of the1r child; ho~ever, the~nUlDber .
t'.at ~e~eive valuable ~ssijtonce ·from the.i" families· i~
·SUbst~~tlal. Even thOB~' mothers- who do nob live wi~J:-~heir
families usually live verr, close an~ rf~l1y on th~ir ~amU~es .
., ,
. "
J
for suppor't, e'&p~ciall¥ wt€l;' c3il~ care. As 1 result~ only
two in five hav~. difficulti,es, findthe-' baby-sit.ters. This
assistance from 'families is. nC:i: .considered unusual in
.....
Implicptions fS?r 'profeSS~orlalS'
In thl;! 'most general'l!ense, it is h~ped that' th,e profile:
~nd ol?servations 9;ven above assi~t'professional~, in theit'
"psychosoc;'ial" assessment.s of: thl! adolescent mother •
Newfoundland as it is widelY' b~oli~ved that "fam~ly ties are
probably stronger in st. Jo'hn:s than in n:-0st horth American
" cl::ti.~.8.,ll ..(l:loll.se , 1983 J' p,1l3). As /J.O few, of the moth~rs ace
", presen~ly att~ndlng·. seho~l or working, 'dail;y Ch~\d care'
'arrangements are',yet to ,be a '~ajor'p~oble,m. for many of, these
. ,pres~abIY, '\b!s ,may'·b-.come o.~ issue in a few years.~'-'-'---'-"-,...:::.·~~·c-· ~P~·ld:~mpJ,.~ymeT\~ or formal ~~uc~~on.
", . ,AP~oXimateiy'" thre~-~artfi!1;'s '0; £~e'~othe~"fin4 'the \
. ".'" " ' ,,' 't""-.~xperienc~ ~f. ~o~herh.oOd to 'be,v~~,~w~rdirt9;,.'-c~w~:,~r'
almo.st ~~r h~~,e'Btrohgwords'of CaUtid~lt{t~e~rsto
\ seriousl; c~nsider the'iIq)lications" of .ha~ing a :·chlld 'at
"., " ' ... I •
.such a young age. The general 't;heme al\long !ohese ro.others?
t~a~ 'W~i~e -t~ey love, t~ei:t:: ChiJ:.d mo::e t~.a~, anyt:hin~, ~ey
would have delayed the timing of their birth- until .th~ir""6wn
li'~e was more' settled, .....
following are somii sp~cific recoDUllen,dat~ons for )
professionals.
~,'
. . .
DU~ing l.tye a~essment, focus should be plac'ed on ~ose
a:eas ~~. w.ere.. identified as h.i9.~ ranks.d prOb.l~m. areas by
the 'refPondents in this study':: tina~es, baby-s~tting
arrangements, educ~tiort., arquments 'and ~onfl'ict, \
r:lati;on~~ips, an.d.· lO~elf1'1ess., p~~fess.io~·al..- should be ....
concern~d when -they' are aware 'of " poor, firi~nclal,,-.situatio. i'
littl~· ~ducation'6nd. an inadeguate :BUP~~'rt·syste~·•. The'se .:':
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.'IndiviC;ual c.ounseling 1s needed for some m~thers,
especi,allx f01 tho~ who eXpress some ambiValence. ab~ut
~he1r dec:!sion to keep tl!eir child: ~h'ose W!t.h negative
affect sc~resl high prob.~,:,m scores; and low selt' conc~Pt.
scores. it ·is "appa~ent that many of these-women nee~ m~ch .
, ,
~.
mor~ th/:- fin~ncial assistance -. social ~worke:r:.s are raquir,ed
'to' protde c;unse11ng wh'l'lre nesded. .
\' Some counseling and education' of the family maY'\be in
order. The" putative father should' also be' included' in the
. \
There is s01l\e evidence to suggest that alrlong the
mothe~s' in tills study, there is an overll'~~;resentationfrom
homes where 'the 1qa~ri';9'e dissolves during the mother's
teenage. years, and among tiloes fr;m If<§ies where unemploym;nt
1s a .problem. prOfeSai.~~lS; e~pecia~lY school socd.~l .
,/ l10rkers -should be alert~d to' ehe possibility of a H.fl.wanted
pregt:la.ncy for ~hose teens that 'are expe,riencinq f~mi,iy
dissolution _~r p.a~enta~ ,\hn~loyinent.. While th,is _'a~thpr "does.
not· ,believe t~a~Y_thi~g,'."P~~OlOqi~a~.~,.is. liappe~.~~~ ~~ong
. these: young women, perhaps th~ .'energies.:)fi· her parent.. are'
. being dive:z;ted to. the" unemPlo'~~.nt,cris~s or ~he'maFdage
c'da!s ·'"in~tead. of -.!?eing ale~,. to~ the adoiescent ~xper!e:b.C~~
. and n'~~ds o'f ~~~i,~ daUq~ter.
\05
, " , .
·depe~dente"'Many ~f. the pare~tB 9f'these do;Lescents are
.- '. . '. .' . .' . .' (',
barely lIlaki.ng .ends lIle.et on their .own and he' extra. :e~.ense ,~,
.~,f u grandcliild ,~annot be met dven thoug ·.~.lU:ly dO', -no~l:,
with~n the ~es~,gnated eligibility rt;t~i' emen'ts for ~oo~.al:
.' Policy and pro~\am peye~QPment~.
,A' ciOB.e, sc~tin~. shOulp,be.' in~de ~f all P?lic~es to'
ensure t~at.adolesc,:n1;::sth~t choose,'t9 l!tay Iwt~h'.their,
fami:l'~eB .are not pen~lized~ 'For 'eX~~Plel' a ~other und~r the.
age of 18 may not applY"for'sQcial Asaiatan,be in her own
right i:f' she ±6liviqg with her pare~ts. TJ~. fa~~ly.hea4 ha~,
ongoing counse1inq. Earls & Siegef (1980) Buggestth,ll.t if an
attempt is' n~~ m~de tp engage the.68·-iat;:~·then we' can'
hardly wonder why "they do not become inVOIV~~The counselor.
· Bh"'ould help to mobilize whatever resources' and support tn!se
· ... ' ", "
t'athers might ofter ~ This a~hor ~ecommends a sepa;ate'stuI1Y
to explore the ~estions: 1. Wh~~\..SUPPc:"rl ca~ be.."r_ealJOnabl,~
'veXpscted .fro~,< th~, ~uta;iVefatheri'"~~c::. 2 •• How cari ~e
facilitate ac~ilavinq thi.e actfve' suppor~."?
.' .. ,," " . .
·Prattical ass1stan'ce to t;1:lose who h~ve chosen .t.o'keep
. ·th~ir Childr~l1:" ~·s, def'ili;i~el:Y ,~eeded.<.F~n~in~ a·.'p~~qe tb
i~ve, co~tinuing their :e,ducati'on,. fi~d~n9' day-care f '
"", . \ '.' -'. -.' .'.-:' ,.'.\.
how to' QUdget I ll.!1d c~ild care ~owl",dge'~~r,B . n·Be~ed.•
.. :'
',fk,"."
'I( , '>
9The . a1Jthor~.corifirn:ed the Department 'policy in,a .
telephone intervi.ew wi.th a ,financial aS8i~tance ,lntak~
worEr in the. Department of Social Services. The comments
abo t theendreaults and, in~erpretat!on of this policy a,r.
_'ob, .ations by t~e 'r~pondents and their families o~ly,
• '." - .... >
"6
, , '
Assistance. The author had several p·a.rent. and adolescents
\ .indicate th~t the teena;ger and her' child . ~ouid have to 'move
out on thei,r own for the Bole reasot of, bein~ able to
qualify' for'soci.al assistance. If ·the adolescent is not
~~~;t_~o':1al~Y r~ad;Y .for th~mov~: she:,OO ~er . infant could b~
at ris15,; '1'nQ. O.epartment of social servlces indic/?-t.es that
~they 'do have exceptions to th~l~~:nd th~,t_· under sp'~cial •
circ~stan'ces so~e' adolescents ,und~~ the 'age' o·f .ai~teen can
:'l:ie .~ss_!sted in :their.-· own right ~hile ati11 in ,the-ir, parents.
....h;~e·. The ·policy regarding' ,sperii"al ci:i'cwnstan,c~s apP'~ars t~.
-be[i~fciz:m.al. howev~r, .~nd; Beve.ra~ of' t;he r~,BP~nde~ts..·.~nd_ .~
. . - .' " ' ,.' ill ' •
tqeirl,famil!es ~n this study indicated to ,the in~er:v:iewer
that-.~ifferent office's--~'~d di:fferent fina~i' assistance,
'.worker'S int~r~.:r::eted th~se circ..m:stanceB':differen~1~:9 ,
:t:t is' also ,apparent that these young' mothers' often have
a -fa£:t~Y -flat a,f~ect and r~latE!-doutlook on life, espe~iallY
thoBe who rely ,on social- a~sistan.'~e. "This apparent
Jrelations,hip betw~en soci!.ai Aseistimce and 'emotional .
-. ~ell-be.i~accentua~es'the i1Iip~rtancE!'~f '"'a ~x:o;~~ edU~~ti~n
.
', .. '
to ,lessen the need for social: Al9sistance. In add.ition, ~elt
concept is especially low for those w~th no relatdves to;
turn 'to tor emo.~onal support and for those Wit~~ut at· ,least
- , . I.
Illo'high school diploma. Again we observe a~ important I :~
relationship ~etween ed\lcation and' a setlee !,f,.we11,:,,~e~nq.,A
,lack of education is associat8d with" a lower ~eit- concept
and affect a~o,ng these ~dol~Sbe:nt mo~~~;-s. r't" can le'ad to'
unre~a~~ing and low pAying. ~Plo~ent, a: life or: poverty; ",
and ~ope~~.s,sness.¥ r.t ~ppears that e!iucat10:n ~s·.one o~·the
m/:lst 'illlP~rtant 'areas 'in ~hlCh these mothers need: he'ip~ .J:t
", ,. .
h~s'~'bPliln shown ;that, unless':,~ollle ·at'f~ative..a~tion takes
pl:-ace, these YOQng woma1'!-"'~aY'n'av~r' catch up 'with .thsi~ ..
when they became pregnant .(Card , Wise, '19781
.197'>. Educat70n grants o~ I,oans. should be p.rov,ided to
adolesl;O..ent mothers 'who are will'~ng to .-return to SChoOl,'~ 'l'h~S
must. go ~and in hand with affordable and ,reliableday-ca~e
'1hich li!1cludes infant care., It··the adol.esQent mot):l.~r has 'to
wait until her child is:fthree y:ears old to b~ Fligible tor
day-~are, it. is .1~k.elYlth'a~- ~oo ~\1Ch ~im~ :ha~, ,~as':Jed for'her
to still be m0.tivatec:t to attend hig~. school..
Copsideration should also 'be ,g,iven t~r the provlsidn of
a apt.lelal 'educat,i~n progralll ~or .adole!c~:lnts·mothers that h,a~
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on-site day-bare BUC}'l"8S Terra: The Association For
'-~lce To Unwed ')(others in Edmonton., Alberta. Not only
arB the mothers rb1e" to finish the!r high school, the~'do so
in an understanding and" accepting etlvirontDsnt that ~ealizeB
the, pressures and pro~lems of being a mother. a student, and
a teeriager. Child car~ education' is included in the
. . .\
c.u.rricuiull and bI,east feeding, which may help' promote moth!!r·
. infant~~~ndin~, is .·achievabl~ because 'of the on-si1:-e'~h1:ld
" ,_.. I , .. _ ," . ", .
ca-r6i faci~itie",.· -Peer group: support is ,also available and.
soc!~ aC~~Vit!eB an~:.~he. ~res~rice of other, ~other~- 'helps to'
relieve. lonelAess' 'and isolation. .
~O~1al woJker~ mllY- -facilita~~ ~he develo~ment ·of '
,_ . ·conimwi:itY-S,elf hel,p groups. Mothe~s t~~eXChanqe C~ild 9are .
2'-~_._"- ' ··-knowledqe, discuss mutual problems, pro,vide social-emotional
support and mGtho~s 'of c.oping , 9ffer advice, an~' set up
coop~ative~baby-sit;lnq.Through peer suppor;t, these groups
could reduce· loneliness and bolster self confid~nce.
._The r.cr~ational" social, and educationa"1 aspects of a. group
~uch as this would be expected. t~ promote- the overall
emotional well-being of' the adolescen~mothers.
Results in Context.
Whj..1,e -_the l~e~ults do n~t, in a direct sense, ~Qqqest
preventative ~.~a,tion, fami.ly life edu<;:'ation,
..
concerned pr"fe".si,mai,:ls
,education inclutUng contraception education. If the average
\ ' . ,
age for sexual intrrcrurse is. a~PltPXima~el~ 16 years Old,
then, education ~us-t start; far .below this age.,' contraceptive
'education ~houici lnolJde infor1llatio~ on' 'vario~s types' oi
. . \J .. ' ." .. 'metho~S":incl,~dinlJ:how\ ~~d';Where to· ol?,~airi-th~,. Bir~h. ,
conltrol devices .. SUCh. ai, the. coni:i,o~:,al.l~..·co.n:t~alcePtive foa1h-
may be mor:e J;ealistic for this age group as they can b~I • . ... :
, obtained, simply Cl:nd .C1).TaP1Y..I\is ~mport.arit:~o .. info~
adolescents that the Planned Parenthood Association of st. '~,
'\ . .-
~ohn I S is avai1able fo~.confidehtial sexuality and
c9\ntraception' counseli~g. ~~
," "'-.A 'yomprehensive .se,~lity program or Famil:y Life
E,catibn ,~rogram mus< ~e taUgh~ in the schools at a ~ery
young age 'to help children to understand apout their se'xual,i - .' ,
::':::8~~:::~n:::l::9:~ !::::s~:::e:::o:~~t::a:::i:::'1
.I i " ,'. .
could take away mU:h. of ,the .my~.tary and. conf':lsi0z;' that
surr.?u·nds sex today,. arid may' reduce the nUmber' of unwan~ed;
pregnancies. ~e major reaso:ri"s for~not US~ng ..bir~. control.. , -
a~oh~ tht respondents. in th~s stUdy ~er~ becaulillil,~ reasons
.V
•.r
happens to oth~rsll; ~
O~mbarr.ssment at &iscusolng th~ SUbje~t with their :::tor/O 0··
8~c::eC8us,e the~ --a~d,\ot think that pregnancrWOU:l~ctuallY ..'.
happen to them.. These ,esponS8e indicate that ~Ch work is /
still to be done. in Family Life Education. Adolescents /
should °be t'aught th.; it is okay ~--s.y "no" <0 o~e. untd
they fe~l e~otio!,!allY"~eadY and ha":'8 taken steps tow~rdl
~e~pons~ble c~nt~~ceP"tlon..:,.Jam;i.lY:~.i.t~ E;,ducation ShaUll be ,
ongoii:lg', ~r.e~~nt· and' cons1st of 'prog;eSsl~e leV~lS:
Accounts from ,eXperienced teenagers would lirobably increase
't~e'impact of e4ucat!o~'. This stu~; "ide~~o""-c:o~._--,--,---",;
- the' impact an early preg~ancy has oy~u~ation,
employment, and life opportunities;
- the demands o~ singla. adolescent motherhood;
~ - potential sou/ss ~f . informal' ilr:'d formal .su~port
systems/:' '.
, - mC'!dfcal i1"MO~~tion such as -nutrition, aelivery, etc.
k!'lY ,~reas to' c6nside< in ed~cat.1:on: ~ .
J _ the qener~l -topics o~~exuality ana" intimacy ~
- con:raception methods other thag <the "pill";
- the attitude that ".. won't get pregnant, it. only
It should' be noted' that although diffi'cul'ties existed .
.~or many of these :mothe'rs, the intervie~er was .i:mptessed
ill
Met~od Design' f Procedural Limitati?ns
\ .
... ,'.
with several of the ildo1escents who werc:/ coping 'very
successfully as'mature and responsible parents'. These
, , • l~
m~,~~~s should ,be com.nended for the~r SU;FSS stories of
be~~ble to talee ~n unplanned pregnancy and pe'rsev~re' to
create a happy an~ healthy e;vironment-for lIlei~ children.
It is apparer;lt that with a, combinat.ion o~ adequitte support
and d"ete:nninat~on, these ad6:Iescents and: their t?h-ndren~~a"n
-.---1ead_happy-and-successful lives'. Both Social 'Work.~r8 an!!
•. , , I' .;..
adolescen~ mothers have a good deal to learn regarding
positive, and" effe~t1.ve,.cQping' responses: This :woufs, be, an
interesting st.u~i.~· itself.
This study was based on a sample[from only one of' the '\
two hospitals in St. John's and may";;::ot be representative of
adole.scel\t mothers.. who ~eliver at 'other hOsP~~i.s. As it is"
an urban' sample~ it may ~e only modestly gQnet'aliz~~le to
'the population" of adolescent mothe'rs;outside'of st. JOhn,'oS.
The' results. of an "assessment pro~ile study such a~ this
could not be intsrprlilted as being representative of'
adol"!~d;nt.mothers 1n t~e, rest of 'canada.. '
':this: study focused on sever,ai problem~ AS they. ~e1ate
.to the needs and situations 'of unmarried adolescent mothers.
. .'
It is important; to understand, however, that their peers, _
other aqolescents who are not preqnant, may suffer from many
of the same probrems, especiall, if they are forced at a ..
... young ~e into independent livIng. Wh.:Lle understanding that"
so~e ~f ~he ccinderr:ts i~entifi1 for the teen mother are.not
'unique a~~ may weil be ,e.hared ~~ other teenagers) the intent
of this. research study was to focus' on these problells as
.. they r~la£e' to:':'th~ ~~eds and" situations of the unmarried
ad61escent m~er.•in st. JO~IS, NeWfoundiand:"~p<t:r!sons
with o~her adolescent~, i~ e. ,those who are not pregnant, is
not feasible and' was n'at intended.
' .
• The face-tow face interview format was especial.Iy
. f' .
helpful in this etuc;ly. as it allowed the researcher' to obtain
"a ~richer understan'dlng for the sit~ations of 1;:.hese Jltothe~s
. ,
"and gave the "1Dothers the opportunity to clarify their
responses at length" The last few open-ended questions
brought forth Eiignificant, riCh mate,rial. The closed'
questions,- based on ,empirical' finding.s to date, "a11owed for
the COl~of a go\~~ deal Of, comparative inform.~tion.
As this" was an ex post facto study, the potential
4- ' "',"
subjectai were not interviewed at \.the time of delivery to
• . 4
enlist t~ei;- cooperation-'with,'the study. If the intervi~w.~~..\
had been able to see each of them at that time and" obtain
,
theltj consent for a follow-up 'study a year after delivery,
•.• "" .••.••.• ; ",~, \ ".' '. ;,1.. _, ' - ,- "", •
.\
J
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. perhaps the refusal rate may hl!-ve been lowsr and those. who
were unable t6 be contacted would. have been easier to lind'
as they' could have al~rt.ed the interxiewer to -their, moves or
correct addresses.
~,
T,he .survey was' fairly .lengt?y but it [went very smoothly
during the actual interv,iews as the single researcher: ~e:came
very 'fanliliar with the Dlat~rial.' Itt retrospect, ·~~r.e·!'re
several -questions' '1n th,e su~ey ~h'at:- ,?oUld us's .rew!>rd!n~r\. .
- Th,i! response,s ·in ,qUestion. 18: How many br~,t~erB a~d/o;r'
sister~, do yoq have?, should have each:\.v;~riable·as .,only
one nu~er because having. one sibling is ,dirferent .t1?-an
having three 'sibl,lngs, yet t~~ 1.8 presently
ipdiatlngu1.shable.
- The 11st of r€lasons for not using bi,rth control shouid
be expanded to include: - too embarrassed or afra.id to
approach f'a!DHy Doctor.
- For, questions 187 t~ 195, the instructions' ~hould read:
"If you 'are not attending school ~, why not?lI
... Question 211: What was ,'your. i.nc9me last month' from 'all
sources? should~be c1arif19d to include money for ~ent
, '---that may be paid directly from the Depart.ment, of SIJc1al
Services., As it reads now,. there is'a- built in err~r in
estimating the moth~rlS income~. as-,some mothers' must ~ay
. , , fo'," \ -
rent· out of the income they reporte,d, ~ut som~_.d,o not.
11•
...
I
:'.'
- Question 215: How many ):lours do y'ou spend just playing
. .
·an!i having ~un with your child? is more appropriate for"
chU,d'ren of' at least the toddler stage~ Many mothers had
difficulties with t~is answer in that playi.ng with an ",
infant is hard to' define.
- Questions 2-18 to 224 stiould hi answered ~l' mothers
to .assess the degree of satisfa?tion with their child
car~ _a~ra~~~me'-.~ts, not just .~he ones WhO. reported
dissat~sfaction in the previous question .
.The middll!! value of question 225" should read sometimes,
not ra~~lY.
-, Questlons,.226 to' 231 should b.e combined .to· read: Are
. .
. Y?U I:lr~.vent~d ... fro~ d~~ng any of ~he f~.WiIi.9because of ; •
lack of ',chil?- care arrangem~nts?- and lj.hen .each Sh~uld be .
listed with. the responses often, sometimes or never.
(. :_¥.)'" 4 , ,
.Given the "exploratory nature of this study a~d its
major. goal of pJ!'ovidinq an assessment pror"ile, it· is limited
in tha~ some sUb-analysis, which may be' wo~thY of study in
future studies, were not examined· in detail. Among the~e
inolude: a more detailed analysis of· those respondents that
. ..
were ll\arried '~t .the time of the interview; and an 'analysis
v,",, A .,
o~. tho;s tJl,at had a second. 'child or were pregnant again· at
the time of ~he interview•
."
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., ---_ .._---~-----, .
- facili~ating in~t~ment;~l' support .an.d -sociai a~dstan,ce;.··'
- improving and. dev~loping pol1cies .and programs.
,
As anticipated, thts exploratory/descriptive qurvey has
identified the life situation, personal problems, and
personal characteris~lpsof the unmarried adele,scent mO~her
in ,St. John'S) This profile will aid professionals' in ·their
assessment, counseling and social support aetions. If .the
current trend to re,main single for a nUmber ot .years
continu,es, this group.of adolesc,ent mothers will soo,n):lecome"
a prevalent group .i~ Canadian Society. ~ow is the time,.to
address ,their problems' ~n4 ~nsure ~ better futur~ for ~ese.
mothers and" their bffspring. sogial work .responsibi~fties .in
} this area inciude: .
. - preventative education;
- adolE!:6ce!lt co~nseling;
- counseling pregnant· adolescents;
-: counsel~ng p~t~tive fathers;
- parenting skills education;
- spcial-emotional support;
- post"del!very sl,lPP9rt, 'advocacy I and. counseling;
\
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Ylnitial ~ontact4fsl!tter
. \
-
(
July 21, 1987
Subj ect I s Name
Ad'dress y
iiIreC.<;to",r'"""_.---'-' M. S. w.
Social Work Department
Dear '
I am co'ntactJng y.ou on behalf of Sheila Richler, a
professional 'Social Worker, who is completing graduate
studies at k4morial .University. Sheilp. has been working-' in
the Social Work Department 'at the .' Hospital and
is .doing a study to. find out. more about~ tJle experiences- of.
young. unmarried mothers. '. ,'. "..:, . :'," ,
Your name and.addr.ess were selected'scientifically from
. the list of referrale to'.'our departmeI)t.· YouJ:: mtfdical' chart
was not c.onsul:ted .. Sheila~s'dev~loped ~m fntery:iew '~lhich
will allow you to' discu'ss' yout' feelings and,experiences of'
, motherhood" including your 'life exper"ience, your liv.ing
arrang,ements, education- and employment,' ppportunities, e'hild·
care ;arrangements, and your personal problems. She will be
writing a research report ,with the info~ation 'she collects
for the purpose of undlU:'standing the situation and pr~blems
of young mothers.
Sheila needs your ,help to complete her research ",hich
will. provide information to enable us to help other mothers
in your same situatio~. A worker froin our' department will
contact you in about a week to 01;ltain 'your permission to
arrange for an interview.' ,
If it is not possible to contact you by phone at
which is in our records, 'then please return the atta~
form in the enclosed self-addressed stamped envelope
'indicat~ng how you can be reached. .
Thank you for your anticipated cooperation .
Sincerely,•
./
,(
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~ (continued)
EncloUd RespODU Forp
"""' 'I, -'['"n"'o.;;;.;;-I---- agrj!e to participate in your: st\18y
and can be reached at W"
[telephone number)
_____(s!gnatura)
r
....'
-
..
.1
Respondent I~ Name : --',\""". _
Date Qf CQntact:=====:\~Time of Contact: \
\
......:.
.............. 127
Respondent CQntact Record
, ,
Hi. lIm of the Hospital. Did 'you
receive a letter from , the Director of our
Social Work, Department regarding 'a study being conducted by
Sheila Richler?, ' ' . '
If ye's ... May I remind you of the purpo'se of th'e study:
The purpose of'thls l study is' to 'understarld the, life
situation, personal :problems, 'and, personal
charact,eristics· o~' yo~g motb.!ri:'s· in -S1:";'"'"J~
including', life exp8ll'ience" living arrangnents,
educ;ation an~ employment opportunities, child care
arrangem.ents, social supports, and emotional and
physical well-beipg. -
consent:
Do you agree ,to parti!=ipat~ and allow Ms. Sheiia "Richler
to call you to '4.;'range for an interview?
Yee_,__ "0 _
signed: -cc;;;on"t"'.c;;;t"l!;;;ng,,"w;;;cr"k"'eC;-r-
[If respondent has not .received the lette'r, please ~eal,1. it
ovel:; the phone and'the:1.ask'~hem if they agree ,to .~~~;~i~~~e~bt;fnr~~~i~ ~~;. ~~o~~n~~;;v~~ '=~:~:~sp;~~Be,
locat,~ them t.~ere.].. '
THANK YOUI
Encloeure: Response Form
~===-'--.:.·lHospital
Dear.
'Since our lettltr of July 21, 1987, we have been ·tinable ,to
contact· you 'by telephone ill reference to Sheila Riehler's
stUdy ab01:1t 'young mothers. ' , .
We are making ,a special request' to you to consider
helping. Sheila· to" cpmplete-..her project., Each .of. you ""till
:~~ec:nd~;f~:~~:~e~~:ti~~~~~~v:~i;n~:kinl~~:r~~ ~~Il:o~~
anyw:here else,. you desire ..··· .
yOur an~w8rB.will be completely confi4ential- and your
identity will not be revealed. This study is be.ing conducted
for' a University thesis. The interviewer haa no connection .
with'the Department of Social service., rior will they have
access to any of YO!J.r individual answers •
. , Plllase ,help Sheila .to finish this project and obtain the
· ~~~~~;\:~~!p~~e·~~t~~i:~:·~:~~~O~~~~l;~:~O~a~:turn
.the self-addressed stamped ·envd.ope· indicating 'wbether or
not ·you will assist her, ~ phone the undersigned at
778-6470. If you do not wish to participate, please let us
· know so that: we don't con.tinue to try t~ contac~ you.
, Sincerely,
.\
.:.;.>0
12•
~ ..
."
. ,.;
Follow-up letter
S~ptember 10 •. 1987
· Name
Address
City
Postal Code
r7~·1';\:::"'~"'·:'~ .:~~:';~"'.
i,}.'·f
~:;:".
~(
~.:.:
.~ ,
i:·
.~ ..
r-:
Append 1 X n
Letter to Refusals
september 15, '1987
Name
Address
City
Postal Code
Dfi!.ar
.i\ttached .'please f,ind"a 'letter I am forwarding to' you "on
behalf'of Sheila Richl~t:'" the university'student, who -is' : ,
conducting the. stu!;iy I have 'Ilpoken to. you aDout~
s,i~cel'e*y
=====:~Hospital
,,;.
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Dear Mo.ther.s,
'I have been informed that some of you have refused to
: --- ~ii~c~P~;~o~~im~ ~~~~yt~~sy~~n~o~~~~;~ti~oS~~ ~~~n~Shay='
discovered duri~'the course of my interviews that some ~
mothers have be~ri(;confUS/ild about the nature of my study. I
• am. a university Btuden~at Memor1al trying to complete a
graduate .,-thesis. I have no connection whatsoever with the
Department of Social Services and they will not have access
~~ :~~i~~l~O~~.n~~~;~~~~~la~~S;~~~"i~;~tr~~\ir~p~~~e~ewill
revealed. " . ,.: . . .'
Thirty-one mothers. have already completed the' interView
'apd' most of<th:em. -indicated that they:enjoyed the .eiperience;
Many said that "they' f~lt qood abo~t having' contributed to
something that can help ~ther .mothers. Several· commented .
that the ... quest-ionnaire was simpler than they eXpected
requiring only yes 'and no answers or short responses.
I. am making a· speoial request to you to consider helping
lIIe to compl'ete my project. E~h of you will make' a
difference. The interview wi 1 take. less than an hour and
can. be completed at your con nienee in your own home or
anywhere else you desire. ,
If. you will reconsider assisting me, please call m~ _at
722-8961, day o~ ev~nin9' I.would really appreciate your"
help and those future lllothe:i:'l;1 that benefit frolll my findings
will also be very gratefUl to you.
o?incerely, [
Sheila Richl r '
university Student
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.survey' Consent Form
h-I " ' 'b have bee.n.adVise$i .
t\hat ~,purpos,e. o~ t.hiS study is to ~deFsta.nd th~ life .
\dituation, persona~ prob~ems, and ,pe:r:sonal characteristics
: . ,: ~ -'
, of younq ~others ,in st. Job,n I s includ~q 'l:j,fe"experi~nce, "
livinq arrancr'~entsl education and '~loymen~:. OPPort~i'tie~.
Ifhlld can; arranqUl.en~s;, social supports, ~~ QJD..o~i~nal and
. PhY~ical we~~·-beinq ...1 un~er~t<!-nd. that Sheila' Richl.e'r.. .w!n
'/ be Writ49 a' re~earch report wi'th th~' results of the study
and that the data 'wi1~ be'· s~mmari~ed such t:hat I will re:n!in
, . i· '.
an~ymous. I alSO_,understand thatJ c0'St to par,tiCiPate
in this study of. my own free will and'r I can discontinue'
. my involvement at any time.. I understand . that I can ask.for .
a summary of th~ results or th.e study upon completion. ~'-'t
I understand ,th,&£ SheiJa. RiCh',.e'r 'is .II. professional
Social w~r~e5..~ho is COll\!l~~ting 9radu~te st}ldies llt Memorial
:::::::::na:; ::~to::~:s S:::e~~:~i~:,:::::::t:~o:::::~:he)
sr:~oo~. of"Sociar work, M.U,N.
,~'
Sdgned" ~--'\.~'_
:", ,
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Ad91escen~ Mother Survey I
Date:,_~ _
_ 001_) Inte.rview No:
._002) 'Card No:
A. De~ographlc Information
First, I'would like to ask you some general questions
,about yoursel.f anq 'wher~ You live.
_°.03) What was your age at your last birthday? __
_ 004) What is your"first child's 8ge'in months1' __
_ 005) What is 'you%:. second child's age in 1!lonths1__ (9)
- _006) Is your first child .. 1. malel or 2. female?
_007) Is your second child 1: maief :or 2. female? (9)
\
(
_OOB) What'is ¥our current lDarital status?
1) single (n~ver ma:t;'ried>'- _Skip to question 013
2) Married
" .~'
,. 3) separated,
4) Divorced
5) Common-law for 12 or more consecutive months
6) Common-law, for lese than 12 consecutive months
7) .Widowed
----.:.009) If-.married, how soon ~fte,i:. (nam~ I Ell birth ·did·you
. ~(')
('J
4) Other; Spel:ify:_~__~~,-__
·get. married?· (in months)
~OlO) Did you marry:·'
1) The father of your child?
2) S~meone you kne.... prior to your· child IS birth?
3) Someone ypu met af~er your child's birth?
1) The father of your child?
__ _011)' If you ~re',j..n a llco~on-1awll relationship, is· it '::>
with:
..~
2) s<?lIIeone.you )c.new prior to your child's birth? /.
3) Someone you ~met .after your child'os birth? / ,-
4) other; Specify: (.9~ ;.. '
If separated, divorced, or widowed, for ..ho~ng .,~
.-/ ' ,
were you married? (in months) (9) .;~
2) Someone you knew prior to your child's birth?
3) someo~e you m:t after y~ur child's "birth? /
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(9)
.."-
\\
.'"
~) Other
4) Protestant; specify:
a) Anglican e) Pentecostal
b) Salvation Army f) Mormon
cJ Un!t;d Church g) Baptist
d) pr~sbyterial\
Specify:---,-~ _
4) ~:her..;. specify: .,-- _
5) No' plans :for ,1iIarriage
_Oi4) '~f y~u do have ;l~~s- for marriage, is it:
1)- A FOrJna)engagement o~' :) ,
2) A1l. Inform~i. engagem""n~ (9»)
~o.1S)·What·l. your reliqi"". preference? ~'
, "~;'--:---~-
_013) Do' you nave .plans tS. ;JIIt'rry one of the following
, -,."
during the next yaar?
l~The father-'cf your child?
2) c~thoJ.ic
3) - Jewish
1) None' ,
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_016} How ~mportant is religion in> your l.ite?
3) Not illportant
3i 4:, or more
1) Very important
_02~) Where were .you born?
1) st. John's
2) Somewhere else i"j.'~~
, 3) Somewhere elee "in Canada
4) USA
5) other: specify:~_--_~--,--: _
_ 021), Between thJ:! ages of 0-13, were you raised :by at
'least: one nat\lral parent?
1>'. J{one
2) 1-3
_019) What is',your, birtli -p~~itlon in the family?',
1) One of the elde~t 3) One of the YOl1n?~.st·:,
2) ,Near:: the; middle 4,) only child
1) Ye,s 2) No
3.) Other arrangement; specify: ~-'-
2) 'Impprtant
\ 017) What is your racial ~riqin?
~
1) cauc:¥ian 3) Oriental
,2) - Black 4) other: Specify: _'_'_'__' '
_0,18) How many b,roth~rs- and/or "sist,ers do,-yoi/ilav.e?'
:;,',.,_;'" '.-;i,/,".;'
3) Both. parents. together?
4} Oth~r artangement; Speci-fy:. (9)
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(9)
sp~cify;,----_2) BY~ &' rel"ative;
?' ~'By. 'a. ~Eii?h~O:: or 'family'fr"iend;
· 4.1 7~ foster .car~;
5), In ,a group home?
022) - l/res, was it primarily
- 1) 'Your(~oth'er;I ,\ ..
2) Your :~atl:J.er;
3) ·Botll·;.are~ts together?
4) otner arrangement; speo.iry:, _
-..;,.....:.....023) If, rio,; "'.ere you ra}seci
i) .By a~optive .parents ~ .
6)'Other arrangement; SPecify :,_--,-_--,-_ (9)
_(24), Aft~~. age 13', ~ .)lere'- you raised by ~t lea~t one
.. natur~'l- par,ent?
1)' y~S '2) No'
· 3) ",Othe.r arrangement: Specify: _
--;-025),' If yes, was. it p:imarily
"I) Your mother;
· 2)' 'iour father;
\'
(')
specif:t 1, .
3) By a neighbor or family friendj ,
4) 'In fo:stell carel
~) In a-group home'?
6) Other arrangement; specify·; _
Note:; ~ ~ -'-__...:
f:) By a relative; .
_02.6) rf no,' were you raised
1.) ~y. adopt;ve parents;
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3) other reason; explain: (9),
(9)
(9)
Note: (specify age)
1) before you became pregnant; or
2) after you became pregnant?
with your- parint~:
1) Very sat.isfi~d
2) sati~fi~~l ..
3) Not satis'fied
[Skip ,to question 034]
_029) If you are not living with your parents,
did you le~ve home:
B. Living Arrangements
. Now. I 'a. like to a~J you some questions about your
_030) Did you leave home; '.
1) as a result of "8, planned move" towards
independe~ce
2) because "bf d.i:f~iculties in the home? Explain:
living ar\ranqements.
Are you and your child" liviJ\9 with your parents?
1) Yes J
2~, No
""':-028) If yes, rp.ts your level of sa<tisfaction living
1'1
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~031) If you are not l.iying with y.~ur parents, ~re rou and
your child living alone (i. e. Just the two of you)?
1) Yes
2) No; Specify whom you are.-living.witho _
--------...,....-- -'-1.1
_032) I~ you are not l.iving with _your paren~s·, what kind
of dwelling do you and your ch~ld live in?
I
l).Home (own) .--'
2) Home (t:.ent)
J t Apartment
4) Boardin~ room
5) -Baard!ng flat
t 6) Other: SpecifY: ..."L,/" ...,....~
_OJ3) If you are not living wi'th your -parents, how many
times h!'ve y~U moved l\ince [chil~I s nalll~] birth?
- 2) Once
3) Twice
4) Three or more .times
I')
'·i.~ .'
P::t:'easa Explain: ~--~---
J,--- -----=
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21
1
2,
... 2
Very i "Not
'Acceptable Acdeptable Acceptable
. 1 \ 2 3'
"
,
\ ;::,. .
.Some of the. following -may be rea!?ops why pe~ple are not
satisfied with t,heir ii.ving arran9~ment'B. Please
indicate how aeceptable each of the tali.owing are forI _
you:
_040) Heat
Please Explain: ~--
_ 044) 0't7her
Please Expla1n:__~ ~_(9).
_034) P~ivacy
,..L..-035) Cost
~036) Locati~n
_031' Living Space
_0381 Neighbo;ohood
_039) ~athroom"Facilities
;~-=04~'lI-!w...a'=t"'.r'----- 1 .__ 2; ---'l
Ple~Be Explain: ---" _
_ 042) Electricity
/
;" Please Expl~in:_:- _'_~ _
'--:'043) Physical condition.
of p~mises
Please Explain: -+ _
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_045) 00 you presently wish to lIIove?
'1) :"ery .uch
Z) Not lluch
J) Not at all _Skip to qu8lltion 041
....:.....-046) It there is anyt~i.ng pravent:ing you trom mOving" ..
whIch one ot: th~ollowinq reasons lllost ap~l1eB1
1) Finances' . . )
. . ," \
. 2) Lack of a 8uitab~e 'alternative
J) Concern tor b~in.q alone
4) Parents wishes
5) Other: specify:_~ _
6). Nothing Is preventing' Jl8 troll movinq
C. Physical WeH Being
. ..
Noy I'd like to ask, you _80111.8 questiOI)S ~Dout your
.. .,
hfa1th and your cliild's h"ealth. ".'
~041) How ott:e~ did you visi:t your ~c~or 'du~ing ·Your
pregnancy? '.~
,:...:.-048) Did you attend any pre-natal classes during your
/' .;ISregnancy?
1) o~ten 2) sOllletillles 3,)
3) 6-10 times
4)' over 10 tilll~~
1) never.
2) 1-5 times ".
::i
';,:e
.~
.'.-';
: .
: •• __:.:._",~••:': ~.~, >fp,i~;';" •• r-.,-
. ..:.--o50l_Wha;t was' the te~ ~f your pregnanc~?
1) 37 weeks. or over
.2) Between 34-37 weeks
3·) Between 29-34 weeks
v
;<
;~ <,.
;~.
~,~.:
~-:.
L~ . )~.
"i' \
.'
r
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_049) If not, why?
1) I 'Was unaware of their existence
2) I didn't think I would" feel comfortable among
the married couples
3) i didn't think they were. necessary
4)· i: just didn't bot"'h~r
5) Other reason, Speclfy: (9)
.4) .und:; .28 weeks , __
-:....051) were there any complications 1n you.r pregnancy?
1) Severe.
2) Moderate
3) None
Explain.: _
Were there any complications of the labor or
delivery?
1) Severe
2) Moderate
•3) None
Exp'1ain -c- -c-_
, .
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_053) Did, you have any. support durlnq labor?
1) Yes, ') NO
_054) If yes, who was with you'?
1) Your mother;
1) The father of your child;
3) Your boyfriend (not the father) ;
4) A qir'lfriend
. ..-'
·5) Another relative? Specify:
6) Other; Specify: (9)
»id you hav~·any '!"upport during deliver;.? ,'._055)
.J 1) Yes ') No
_056) If ye"5, who was with. you?
1l. Your-mother;
'I The father of you.r ch~ld;
3) Your boyfr+end (not th,e fath~~) i
4) A girlfriend,
5) Another relative? specify:
61 other; Spe?ity: (9)
_OS7) What was your child I B birth weight?
.. .
1) 2500 qms. or over '(approx. ~5·. 5 ~s.)
r
specifY<V I2) Under 2500 qms.
3) Don'"t know
)
with?
'44
-"~
_058) Did your child hav~ any medical problems at or
2) Moderate diffic~lty.
4) Very severe difficul-ty
2) Moderate difficulty'
4) Very severe dif;-iculty
~ .
sleeping..do) . constant colds br flu e) skin raahe,s or
f) other_~.__7
1) No ~~~ticu~ty
J) Severe difficulty
2) No
o
1) No difficulty
31 Seve,re difficulty
Explain: -'-- ----"
inuneiHat.ely following birth?
1) 'Yes' ExPbin:_"-------f-1---
..J
Explain: ~ _
~061) After yout: child was seven months old, what was the
level of'rned~cal difficulties you have had to deal
_~59) Did you have any tnledic!l+ campl!cations after
delivery?
1) Yes Explain: )
2) No .
_060) eu"ring, the first six months, what was t;~evel of'
difficu,lty tA~t you had with yo~r baby due to
exceptional problem~ with a) colic b) :feeding ~) .
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_062) Which of the following immunizations has your
child had: a) the 2 month vaccine for Diphtheria,
Tetanus, Polio & Pertussisl b) the 4 month booster
for the same; c} the 6 lIloI)th. booster; d) the 12
~onth' vaccine for Melh.les, Mumps and RUbell~nd
e) the 18 JIIonttt booster for Diphtheria, Tetanus,
Polio ~ pertussis'. o ,
[Interviewer to <rate the level of 11l111\unr'zations
according to age appropriat'e, requirements].:
1) Main1::ained (~.e •• on SChQd~lQ'
2)' Not 'maintained
3) None
_063) Have you ~ver had to take [chUd 1 s,nallle) to the
hasp!tal emergency?
1) Never '3) 3 or 4 times
~i...
-2) Once or twice 4) "9re than 5 times
_064) If so, for what reasons?
[Interviewer to rate ~evel of ditficultle.s]:
1) Normal difficulties
2) Moderate difficulties
3.} Excessive and numerc;·...5 liifr1cultias (9)
. " -
_066) If so, what method ot· co~traceptldn_were you using?
_065) ·w.ere you and your partner using .birth dontrol
(contra.captives) during the time you became
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J
•
Skip to question 069
3) Don"t know SkiJ? to question 069
I)' Yes
2) No
pregnant? .
I? Birth COntrol
I Now I would like to ask you S01l\8 questions about
bir.tb oontrol:
5) Foam
4) Diaphrag1ll
~), IUD (coil, loop)
1) W1.thdrawal
2) . Rqythm method
J) Condom ,
7) Birth Control pill
8) Combination of 2 ,.morel Speclfy: (9)
_~67) If you Wa,rs using.the b rtl) control pi.~l, did.you
take 'it: "I :-/ •
1) Always on sqhed~l~;
2) .Most~Y on schedule:
3) I'rregularly
(9)
(9)3) Seldom2) Usually
_068) If YOU··were using other methods, how regularly did
you ,use it?
1) • Always
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Women have -stated various reasons for not using
birth control. If" Y9u were not, using birth control,
to what d~gre,e did the following reasons apply to' .
you, at the time· of conception?
No
(9)
(9)
2 ('9j
(9)
(9)
2. '(9)
(9)
(9)
In
(J)
"
_078) I didn't think it (p,regnancy)
would happen to 1'11,
,.
_079) I wanted to get pregnant
_oeo) Other; Specify: _
Ye.
_0,71) My. partner objected
_°'42) I didn I t believe that I could
get· preqn~nt
----:....073) t" to;'Ciot
_074) I d-idn't believe using birtn
~ntrol .was morally right
_077) I didn't believe birth control
have sexual, intercourse
was safe
";""-069) I didn't ,knOW where to get it
_070) '1 didn't exPect or plan to
".
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_OBI) Are you using birth control now?
4) Diaphragm
6) ·IUD .(coi1,~OOp)
5) Foam
:3) Irregular.ly?
(')
2) No - Skip to question 085
7) Birth Control pill
,. Combination of 2 or" more specify: _
1)' :'-lways .on schedule;
2)" ~pstlY, on schedule;
1) Yes
_082) If so, what n:tethod?
1) W!thdrawa.l
2) Rhythm method
;3) Condom
(')
_083) If you are tising the birth control pill, do you
take it;
~084) ~,f you are using other methods, how regularly do
you use this contraception?
.\11,
·1) Yes 2) No
Note: ......
'3) Seldom
(9)
Have you undergone a tubal li.gation?
1) y~s 2)' No
Have you ever had an abortion?
1), Al....ays ll.
2) US~lY
-:.,.088)
!'
14>
_087) Are you pregnant now?
1) Yes
2) No
3) DOl)'t know (9)
Do you plan to try to get pregnant soon? (ille.
I '
within the next six months)
, i "-
I) Ye~. 2).No .3) uns\re (9)\.~
How many more children do y\ou want?
~l' 1
2) 2
3) ..3
4) 4 or more
\l No~e
"••1 I
i
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E. Life Experience
Now/ I'd lIke to ask, you B~e questions about your
family situation when you were growing up and
about some of your experiences. Some of the
.r-'-' , ,
questions.._~ay seem very personal ~ut remember that
~our- answers will ~b,.e campI,eteIy confident.ial and
'y<?ur identity will not ,be r~ealed .
.....:....-090) In the househ,~ld in which 'you ,were rais~d was the
ma"in "breadwinner'n usuaJ,ly
1) Always employed;
2,) periodically or seasonally employed 1
3) Chronically unemployed?
Note: _
_ 091) Were your 'parents or ~aretakers;
1) Happily married:
2) Unhappily married: (b\ft stayed together) 1
3) Periodically' separated (and reunited) I
4) Separated. on a long term basis;
5) Divorced?
Note: -'- _
"
"_092) Did. your parents or caretakers have:
I) No confl ict;
2) Occasional verbal disagreJilments;
3) Periodic' phys~cal arqumenta;
4") Frequent and intense physical conflicts?
SOllie ~eople have told me about experiencing
p.liysical abuse as a child. Have you?
If yes, e~lain what and ~ho you'-meatr:
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. . .
[Inte;viewer to'rate abuse}':
1) High '2-)' Medium - 3) Low 4) None ~
_094) If yes, do you recall i:t4 abuse as:
. _095) Did you ever experience sexual
If yes,
"":'-096) I( yes, do you define your experience' cif
sexual abuse as:
1) Not damaging (emotionally);
2) Moderately damaging;
3) . severely damaqing? (')
)J
(
F. Sources at social support and Social
152
Interaction
Now I would like to ask you some questions about
you~ current friends, family and social
activities.
How many family :;;"'era an~ relOtlea 'dO you feel
that you can ,tc;lk to about your feelings? ;
1) None
£) "1-2 4). 5 or more
----,-098), . How}'ny family' members and relat;i:,~s do Y~ fee~l
~ you can turn to for practical help? .
1) None 3) 3-4
2) 1-2 4) 5 or more'
:-.,,:
3).3-4
4) 5 or more
4) 5 or,lIlore
3) 3-4I),. None
2) '1-2
1) None\
How many friends do you feel that you can turn to
~or practical help? (1. e. to baby-sf t or run an
errand)
_099) How many friends do you feel that you can talk
to about your teelfng~?
,-,.
15'
How many people can y'ou 51st" tog,ether with
just to have a good Jims and have fun?
1) None
2) 1-2
3) 3-4
4) 5 or more
102) How frequentlY do you go out just to have fu"?
.~ 1) At least once a week
2) ..once r:v~ry two' weeks
3.) Once everY thre.e' weeks )'1 ", :'" :.:
4) Once every four, weeks or more (9) : 0
If not currentl~ ma,rried or l~ving commO~-law,:;.~·",j!
how often do you date a nale friend? ./ :',:.
1) .Steady rel:~tionShi~ with one ~erBon
(9)
_104) Did yo have. friends' prior to [,name's} birth'
u are no longer cloBe tq?
2) NO
105) If·yelt why?' [Code A,B,C,& 0)
/-.... (9)
~l06) Since (child's name] birth, have you h~d the
7
2) No1) Yes
opportunlt.y to ~ke any new friends? •
.
~~ease look at the following list. Rate the likelihood
t~a1;." you would~ to each person for advice,
encouragement, understanding or support. (i".e. someone
yau "f!,!-el reany &.U:U.).
Mostly
1
1
1
1
154
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Seldom~ Never
2 ,.
2 ,.
<I. 3 9
2' 3' 9
,-
-.
•
•
•
•
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Did you consider a':1:( of the foll~wing alternatives
to keeping- your ba~y?~ :
2
~.specify:_~ _
. Yes No
~ _123) Abort,ion i'
----!,.124) Ad.option
:""'::"'125) Temporary 'foster care
_126) Placing- J::our child "'itl?-
va relative or friend
_127) Other 1J..1te.rriative;
128) Do you ever· question your decis,ion to keep your
child?
1) Often
2) sQill~times
J) Rarely
4) Nevel:'
G. The Baby's Father
" Now I would like t,o as)t you some questio.ns abou~
the father of your child.
_129) How long did you and the father of your child 'know
each -other before yoU became prel;nant?
l) One m0!lth or less '3) Between 6-12: months
2) Between 1 to 6 months' 4) Mote than 12 months
.,-
\:;
'i
..
_130) .Was he. Aware ot your p,:.egnancy ?
1) Y~8 . 2) NO.... 3lDon't ~ow
(If t2 or 3, 8~ip .to .question 146)
. _131) It he was-aware,. ~ld he agr.te "'ith your
dec::ision .to-c~~ry 'your preqnancy to term?
1) Yes 3) Don't know
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4) .He was ambivalent (9)
_132) Was he aware of the birth ot this child?
1) Yes
3f Don't know Skip to question 146 N
_i33) ,. If he was aware,. did he agree with yourl .
dec.i!lon to,
: '1) Ya,s
(9)
Skip· to question 146
k~p your. ~~ild?
3) Don't MOW
4) He va.s aalbivalentv,2) No
2) No
It he did not agree with 'your dec;sio!, to keep
your child, ~hat di"e' want you to do?
1) place't.he c~Ud tor adoption
2) PIae.s tlte child in temporary toster care
,.
3) Place the child with' a relative or friend
...
4) He wanted to take the child himsel f
5)· other,:' speci;Y: ----, (9)
, .
f .
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_1.35) Wb~t best describes your relationship with hi~
nov?
1) We ara ).ivinq together
2) "we are still'itaUng
/ 3) We OCC118!OCallY h,l1Ve contllc,t
4 J We never h:!ive COf\tlllot .
5) Other· Specify: _ (9)
r:--:;
_1~6) It not. living" with you, ho.... often does he. :visit?
1) Once a week 4) Once every four weeks I
2) Once every -two 'Weeks 5) Once every five weeks" .
3) Oncp e~~ry three weeks.6) Neve~ (9),
:If not· living with you, how often does' he phone?
1) O~C8 a wee.k 4) once. ev~~ tour we.ka
2)' Once every two weeks" 5)' Once ,every. fivlf'-.weeks
3) Once every three weeks 6) Never' (9) \
_138)", . If he lives .ore tha.n 100' .11.;' away, how often
does he cOlmllun!cato' with you? (including phone
calls, v~sits'and letters)
1) fonce a~ee~ 41 Once every four wee~s
2) Once every two weeks 5) Once every five.W"ee~s
-3) once every thre~ weeks 6) Never. (9)
..~
.,
~;
",i
..•. ,..
15.
,
139) It he has contact, has the tre~ncy of his
contact changed over tiae? (i~e since .the birt:h of
·,~
this child)
1) Increased
2) About~h8 same
J) ~rea6ed
(9)
_140) Has he bee~vorve~ in any decisions r~9ardinq
his child I s care? (If not married or livinq elL)
1) Always 2) Sbmetime~ J) Never (9)
_14'1)- It yes, ~pecify wl\!ch decisions (Le. narolnq,
ehriste~lnq, baby-sitters, celebrations, etc):
(Code A,B,C , 0]
\
--:-143) If so, e6ti~te th~ money value or his
contributions: .
goods, on behalr of y.ou or his child?
-.-----.r-,_.-,.,-- --__ (9)
Does he contripute support, financial or matsrial
(9)
3) Never1) "Regu1arly
2) Irregula.-1y
,
--':"142)
,.
-:':':;i;..
.".:.....
1) Under $100.00 per month
2) Between $101.00 and $200.00 per'month
3) Over $2.00.00 per month~. (9)
Is' he employed? . - •
1) Irregularly. 2) Requl ly 3) Unknown
• - ~ I
\
('1.
.,
-'
In your 'estimation, ho\¥' concernE!;~ is the
natural 'father about his .child?
1) Very concerned
2) Somewhat. concerned'
159'
\
J
J) Not concerned (')
\
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H. Iden,tifi.ed Prob16l1B
~ -'
r~;~ti~~;di:~ab;i~~ ~~~~1:~=~e~e~::\~~!~~:t1Y
whether these probUlms were Serious, MOderate, or
Not a Problem for You during the past six months,
I';
Serious Moderate Not l!.
Problem Problem Problem
_146) 'lGur child's health 3 2 ,
_147) Arguments with friends 3 2 ,
_148) Getting enough money
to, meet expenses
_149) Arguments regarding
chi1dr~aring , ,
_1:50) Getting free time for
yourself clo~e_~51.) Finding a ma.le
friend 2 ,
_i52l" ~nadequ~te housing· 2 ,
153) Finding adequate day-care 3 2 ,.
=156')' ArquItlents with -your family 3 2 ,
_l?7) Finding "'or~' . 3 2. ,
_158) Contipllir.g your child's
. behavipr· ,
_159) Lonelin'ess
'female '._160) Finding 'a close
friend
_161) Finding baby-sitters
_162) Arguments with boyfriend!
husband
163) providing for the material
nee'ds of your child 2
_164) continuing your schooling '2
_1~5) Your 'health 2
_166) Your' child I 8 behavior 2
_167) Normal' oppottunity ,for
seXuAl expression 3 2 1
_168) CUmulative score:o( ) ) ).
j,
.~ !."
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.0
1.
- 3 - 2
t. Emotional. Well-Being
Below is a list of common fe;el~ngs: During th~
past~, how often have you felt:
~~~~.,
. _169~ Particularly~ or
. interested in. something?
_170) So~th~t you could
not sit. long in a chair?
1 ~l) ~ because someone
comRH!Ilented yC?u on
som~thing-you bad clone~
_172) very 1.2n§li or remote
~rolll other ~,,:.ople?
_1.73)~ -.about having
accomplished something? 1 '0
_1.74)~?
_1.75) ~.of the wor14?
_176)~ or very unhappy?
_~77) ~~gS ,were gQj.ng~
. '-n.
2'
1 '
'.
178) IlJi2..wlt because someone
- criticized you?
179) PAS Score' ...
:--180) NAS Score .--
=18~) ABS Score .•~
.;
/
J. Education and Employment
_185) If you are not attending school 'now, have you
tried· to get ~nvol~ed in formal education, si~ce
the bi,rth or your child?
1) Yes 2) No (9)'
.ot."~__-":' --'--__""7__
00 you have- future plans to -return ~. school_?
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3) Don't know (9)
(0)
J) Correspond~nce
2) No1) Yes
_182) What is the -hiqhest level you have~ in
school?
1.)1 Grade school only (I·e)
2) parial high 'school
3) Grad.e Equivalence Diploma
4-~ Regular High School Diploma
8) Partial co1.1ege or urlveJ;"'ity
6) College or tinlve~sity'graduat~
_183.) _. Are you attending school now? (or did you until
June?)
1) .Yes 2) No
_184) Are you attending:
1) FU~l-time
2) 'Part-tins
.",,;.., , .' '... ~ .• _', " • ;.1.• , .,...u~ ....., "';"-~
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If you have no plans to return to school, which or
the following reasons apply?
.',
Yes
_187) completed desired level
_188) Never liked school anyways
_189) No on~ is ava1'lable to baby-sit
_190) Would fe'el different than others
~191) Have'. been away tram ,school too long 1
~19'2) ,Feel .dual, role ot both. tllother and
s1;ude~t would be too much',
.....:--193) No night co~rses available are
suitable to me
_194) Other Specify:__'---'S'''-- _
No
(9)
(9)
(9)
,(9r
(9~
(9)
_ 195) If employed,' which occupation group
do you .presentlY belong to?
1) Cler1.cal (bookkeeping, typist, secretary)
2) Sales
3) Service
4) Construction
5) Managerial & Admini~trative
6) prafessi~~'al,
7:) SeU-emp.laye.d
8) other: _
'<,."
(9)
16.
_196) It" you are unemployed, fOF what reason?
1) FUll-time student
2) No desire to WO~k outside of the home,. i.e pr.efer
to be a fUll time mother
3) No job available, 1.e. have actively searched
4) No one available to take care of child
5) Job skills or training are not sufficient
6) soci~l assistance is enouqh to m~et needs .. '
7)~ other. specify: ~------
(9)
_197) If employed, 1,8 it:
1) Part time irrequlariseasonal
2) Part time permane~t
3) Full time seasonal
4) Full time permanent (9)
Note: '--' _
-:"199) D.uring the past ye~r, how many weeks were you
employed?
,..
3) Not satisfied
(9)
3) 13 to 26 . 5) 4i to 52 weeks
4) 27 to 40 .(9)
2) Satisfied
1) none
::!) 12 or less
_198) If you a.re employed, how satisfied are you with your
presen~~ ,j.C?b?
1) Very satisfied
,;' "<'; ~yt: •.••,. ~:."""•.:t~:~'~_"::-;~~i~~::'l~·~:~", ....·>~~~~.,\.)~':J;'I,-"'i"q'1?:'.";:::".
~J
"',';'" .'.....'.:'.,',,, ::~,~:lrl :''''/;:;'~,~~
"':'
What 4:re the Illain sources or your income? (.ssWling
fallllly allowan~e as a qiven): (in rank o~der up to J]
_200) Employment inco~e
_201)'"Social assistance
_202) .UIC
_203) As~istance trom parents
_204) Assistance trom baby's father
_205) Assistance trom husband o.{
bo~triend '(who is, l}ot baby'~ F) 1
_206) StUdent loan or training -
allowa~ce
_207) Other speci!y: ----',l. 2: _
"
(')
('I
(')
('I
('I
('I
(')
(,j
____208) H'ave you rec.~ved sociai ,llss,J.stance at any time
since (child's l1ame] was born?
1) Yes 2) No
_209) Jt yes, to~ how many months?
-1) Under 6 months
2) 6-12 months
3) Over 12 months (9)
I
_210) When yo¥- were growing up, did your parents .ever
reteive social assistance?
1) Yes 2) No J) Don't know
\
\
'. - ..... :. ..~
, I ~ .. ,
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)
.~ .": J .; ,
specify:
specify: _
3) 7 - 9
') 'to +
7) 'other
2) 4 - 6
1) Less than 4
_214) For how many of your child's waking hours do you
spend with him/her?
5) The baby'S father
6) Shared responsibility Specify: _
your child care arrangements .
K. Child Care, Arrangements
Finally, I'd like to ask you some questions about
1) Very adequate 2) Adequa~e 3) Not Adequate (9)
-
_211) Wha~ was your ~ncome last month from !tIl sources?
[before tax~s]: • ~ ...........,
_212) Do you feel your income is adequate to meet you~
needs?
....:..-213) Who ha's~ responsibility for the care
of your chil~?
1) Yourself
2) Your mother
3)~other relative
4) A friend
·:,;
':'1
_215) Of these, how many 'IiOUi::Bno yoti. 'spena-~-:prayffi9--,,_--
all~ having fun with your child?
_216) What ~ind '&f daily child care arra-ng.ements do you
use? ..
1) P:r;ivate baby-s·itter
2) Friend
3) Your mother
4) Other: relative Specify.: r
5) Da.y~re center
6). Other spec.ify:_..,,_--,-,"--'-'._. (.)
_217) How Batisfi~d are you ~ith this child care
arrangement?
1) Very satisfied
2) Satisfied
3) Not satisfied
(')
If unsatisfied, what is unsatisfactory about
Unsatisfactory unsatisfactory unsatisfacto.ry
,
_218) Cost.
• ,"" _219) Reliability
(')
(')
(')
(')
(')
NotModerately
Quality of care 1
'.Fcessibility , 1
other:
your ~rrangement?
Very
_2,20)
--:""221)
_224)
3) Never Note: _
_ .226) ,Are you prevented from doing anythi!19 because of
lack of child care arrangements?
"8
•
(9)
(9)
(9)
(9)
(9)
1 .
1) Often
2) Rarely
D..O you have d1f!icu1tie_~ !(nd~9' a baby-sittel: in
the evenings when you want to do sC1tDething?
Yes No
If yes, which' of the following are you
prevented. from doing?
1) 9~ten
2) Rarely
3) Never
Working
socializing~
22!5f
_230) Having private,
personal time
_231) other
Explain:' _
_227) Finis.hing school
i~~~~~~t~:~ f¥.'i:":;:'~:: >~ ,_:-_:,f(~..r.);,~~r!,. ~:\~').; ",
,,~ \ ...
232) Just a few last qu~.stions'...:..we!~~ _
lot of prob~ems and unmet needs. you 'va had as a
young mother, but in genera"l, hoW" would you rate
your oyerall experience as a mother?
1) Very rewarding
_2) Rewarding
3) Not rewarding
233) Knowing what you kno~ now, what advice WOUld. you
g1ve to a young woman who '~inds herself pregnant?'·
1) Get an abc,rt.1:on.
2) Place the child for ~doptic;in
3) K~P the child
4) Don't attempt to raisQ ,th~ child alone
5) Other "Qualified" caut.ion: Explain: '_
-,---------'---------(.)
_.234) Are there any additional po"Bitive comments about
./l having had a· chi1'd out of wedlock a~~ ke,ep'inq
him/her that you would like to add? [Code A-Fl . t".
------'-----------(.)
\.
.~
.;,~.,:t
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/- _235) Are there a~ additional problemsAor c~ncerns
abo~t having had a child out. of wedlock and
keeping. him/her that you would like tor add? (Code
A-F)
,
The End~',ot part onel Now' please tak~ a "few minutes
an~ ,r~Bpondent the
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J
Problem
•., ~'l
Moderate -
to
Serious ProblemProblem are:a
Getting enough money to meet expenses
Arguments with boyfriend or husband
Arguments with YQur family'
• ~i~~~4t:o~~gardin9·childrear~~g
Getting free time for yourself
Loneliness, •
Finding. baby-sitters
Inadequate housing
Yo,*", health\
Fin!1ing, adequate dZ!y-care
c.ontinui,ng your schooling
FimHng ,8 close male friend'
COfltrolling your, child I s behavior
~~~~~~~: ~;;hc~·g~~:smaterial ne'eds
Finding a' close female, friend
Li~;~ ·~~~i~:':..~:~;~~or .
48.0
37.5
26.0
26.0
24.0
24.0.
24.0-
22.0
20.0
18.0
16.0'
14.0
12.0
12:0
12.0
10.0
10'.0
B.O
6.0
52.0
62.5
74.0
74.0
76.0
76.0
76.0
78.0
80.0 '
82.0
84.0·
86.0
88.0
88.0
88.0
90.0
90.0 .
92.0
94.0
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